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Survey and Excavation

of Sites and Features

It has been said that the persot.t with a clear objective and

a plan of campaign is more likely to succeed than the person

with neither, and tl.ris is certainly true of archaeology. The

military overtorles of the words "objective" and "campaign"

are entirely appropriate fol archaeology, which often
requires the recruitnent, funding, and coordination of large

numbers of people in complex field projects. It is no

accldeni that two pioneers of field techniques - Pitt-Rivers

and Mortimer Wheeler - were old soldiers (box, pp. 33-34).
Today, thar.rks to the impact of such practitioners, and the

rnajor infÌuence of the New Archaeology with its desire for
scientific rigor, archaeologists tly to make explicit at the

outset of research what their objectives are and what their
plan of campaign will be. TÌris procedure is cotnmonly
called devising a reseorch design, which broadly has four
stages:

I formulatíon of a researcl.t strategy to resolve a

particular question or test a hypothesis ol idea;

2 collecting and recording of evidence against which to
test that idea, usually by the organization of a team of
specialists and conducting of fieldwork - whether
suruey or excavation or both;

3 processing ond analysis of tl.rat evidence and its
interpretatiol in the light of the original idea to be

tested;
4 publicotion of the results in articles, books, etc.

Tl.rele is seldom if ever a straightforward progression fron.t

stage 1 to stage 4. In real Ìife the research strategy will
constantly be lefined as evidence is collected and analyzed.

All too often, and inexcusably, publication may be r.reglected

(Chapter 14). But in the best planr.red research the overall
objective - the broad question or questions to be answered -
will stand even if the strategy for achieving it alters.

ln Part II we sl.rall study some of the research strategies

archaeologists adopt to answer questions about l.tow
societies were organized, what the ancient euvironment
was like, the foods people ate, the tools they made, their
trading contacts and beliefs, and indeed uhy societies
evolved and changed over time.

Chapter 13 examines five projects in detail, to show
how research is carriecl out in practice, from start to finislt.
ln this chaptet, however, we will focus on stage 2 of the
research process - on tÌre methods and techniques
archaeologists use to obtain evidence against which to
test their ideas. It should r.rot be forgotten that suitable
evidence can often come from new work at sites already
the subject of fieldwork: Ian Hodder's renewal and
reappraisal of the Çatalhöyük excavations (box, pp.
46-47) demonstrates this point. Much potentially rich and
rewarding material also ìies locked away in museum and
ir.rstitutlon vaults, waiting to be analyzed by imaginative
modern techniques. It is only recently, for example, that
the plant remains discovered in Tutankhamun's tomb in
tlre 1920s (box, pp. 64-65) have received thorough
analysis. Yet it remains true that the great majority of
archaeological research is still dependent on the collection
of new material by fresh fieldwork.

Traditionally, fieldwork used to be seen almost
excluslvely in terms of the discovery and excavation of
sites. Today, however, while sites and their excavation
remain of paramount importance, the focus ìras

broadened to take in whole landscapes, and sutface
survey at sites in addition to - or instead of - excavation.
Archaeologists have become aware that there is a great

range of "off-site" or "non-site" evidence, fi'om scatters
of artifacts to features such as plowmarks and field
boundaries, tl.rat provides impot'tant information about
human exploitatlon of the environment. The study of
entire landscapes by regional survey is now a major part
of archaeological fieldwork. Archaeologists are becoming
increasingly aware of the high cost and destructiveness
of excavation. Site surface survey aud subsurface
detection using non-destructive remote sensing devices
have taken on new importance. We may distinguish
between methods used in the discovery of archaeological

sites and non-site features or artifact scattel's, ancl those

employed once those sites ond feotures have been

discouered, which include detailed survey and selective
excavation at individual sltes.



PART I The Framework of Archaeology

DISCOVE RI NG ARC HAEOLOG ICAL SITES AN D FEATU RES

One major task of the archaeologist is to locate and record
the whereabouts of sites and features. In this section we
will be reviewing some of the principal techniques used
in site discovery. But we shouÌd not forget that many
monuments have never been lost to posterity: the massive
pyramids of Egypt, or of Teotihuacán near modern
Mexico City, have aiways been known to succeeding
generations, as have the Great Wall of China or many of
the buildings in the Forum in Rome. Their exact function
or purpose may indeed have aroused controversy down
the centuries, but their presence, the fact of their
existence, was never in doubt.

Nor can one credit archaeologists with the discovery of all
those sites that were once lost. No one has ever made a

precise count, but a significant number of sites known today
were found by accident, from the decorated caves in France
of Lascaux, and more recently Cosquer, the underwater
enûance to which was discovered by a deep-sea diver in 1985,

to the amazing terracotta army of China's first emperor,
unearthed in 1974 by farmers digging for a well, as well as

the countless underwater wrecks first spotted by fishermen,
sponge-gatherers, and sport-divers. Construction workers
building new roads, subways, dams, and office blocks have
made their fair share of discoveries too - for example, the
Templo Mayor o¡ Great Temple of the Aztecs in Mexico City
(box, pp. 564-65).

Nevertheless it is archaeologists who have system-
atically attempted to record these sites, and it is
archaeologists who seek out the full range of sites and
features, large or small, that make up the great diversity
of past landscapes. How do they achieve this?

A practical distinction can be drawn between site
discovery conducted at ground level (groundreconnais-
sance) and discovery from the air or from space (oerial
reconnaissance), although any one field project will
usually employ both types of reconnaissance.

Ground Reconnaissance
Methods for identifying individual sites include
consultation of documentary sources and pÌace-name
evidence, but primarily actual fieldwork, whether the
monitoring of building developers' progress in salvage
archaeoÌogy, or reconnaissance survey in circumstances
where the archaeologist is more of a free agent.

Documentary Sources. In Chapter 1 we saw how
Schliemann's firm belief in the historical accuracy of the
writings of Homer led directly to the discovery of ancient
Troy. A more recent success story of the same kind was

Partially buried but never lost: buíldings in the Forum of ancient
Rome, as depicted in an tSth century etching by the ltalian artist,
Piranesi

The Creat Wall of China, over 2ooo km þz5o miles) long, was

begun in the 3rd century Bc. Like the Forum, it has never been lost
to posterity.



the location and excavation by Helge and Anne Stine

Ingstad of the Viking settlement of L'Anse aux Meadows

in Newfoundland, thanks in ìarge part to clues contained

in the medieval Viking sagas. Much of modern biblical
archaeology concerns itself with the search in the Near East

for evidence of the places - as well as the peopìe and

events - described in the Old and New Testaments. Treated

objectively as one possibìe source of information about

Near Eastern sites, the Bibìe can indeed be a rich source of
documentary materiaÌ, but there is certainly the danger that

belief in the absolute religious truth of the texts can cloud
an impartial assessment of their archaeoÌogical validity.

Much research in biblical archaeology involves
attempting to link named biblical sites with archaeologically

known ones. Place-name evidence, however, can also lead

to actual discoveries of new archaeological sites. In
southwest Europe, for exampÌe, many prehistoric stone

tombs have been found thanks to old names printed on

maps that incorporate local words for "stone" or "tomb'"

Early maps and oÌd süeet names a-re even more important

in helping archaeologists work out the former plans of

historic towns. In England, for example, it is possible in the

better-documented medieval towns to map many of the
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The Cosquer cave, discovered by a professional diver in t985,

can now only be entered via an underwater passage, 37 m þzzfi)
below the present'day sea level (below). The slopíng tunnel Ieads

to a chamber - which has remained parlially above water -
where L)pper Paleolíthic wall paintings were noticed in r99t
Among the paíntings and engravings on the cave's walls are

hand stencíls (left).

0 20m

0 65ft

streets, houses, churches, and castles back to the 12th

century AD, or even earlier, using this kind of evidence.

These maps then form a reliable basis on which to decide

where it would be most profitable to carry out survey work
and excavation.

Cultural Resoutce Management and Salvage Archae-
ology. In this speciaìized work - discussed more fully in
Chapter 14 - the role of the archaeologist is to locate and

record sites before they are destroyed by new roads,

buiÌdings, or dams, or by peatcutting and drainage in
wetlands. In the USA a large number of sites are located

and recorded in inventories every year under CuÌtural
Resource Management [CRM) ]aws which were con-

siderably broadened and strengthened in the 1970s. Propet

liaison with the developer should allow archaeoÌogical
survey to take place in advance along the projected line
of road or in the path of development. Important sites thus

discovered may require excavatìon, and in some cases can

even cause construction plans to be aÌtered. Certain
archaeological remains unearthed during the digging of
subways in Rome and Mexico City were incorporated into
the final station architecture.
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TH E SYDN EY CYPRUS SU RVEY PROJECT

'1

From t99z to r998 the Sydney Cyprus
Survey Project (SCSP), led by Bernard
Knapp and Michael Civen of the
University of Glasgow, undertook an

intensive archaeologícal survey in a

65-sq. km (25-sq. mile) area in the
northern Troodos Mountains of
Cyprus. This is an area famed for its
copper sulphide ore deposits,
exploited as early as the Bronze Age.

The project examined the human
transformation ofthe landscape over a

period of5ooo years and placed it in its
regional context. An interdisciplinary
approach integrated such diverse fields as

archaeology, archaeometallurgy, ethno-
history, geomorphology, ecology, C lS

(Ceographic lnformation Systems, see p.

9r), and satellite imagery, without over-

looking the human experience ofplace.

Project Aims and Design
Primary goals of the project were to use

archaeological landscape data to analyze

the relationship between the production
and distribution of agricultural and
metallurgical resources through time,
and to chart the changing configurations
of a complex society and the individuals
within it.

A multi-stage research design was
adopted, and the notion ofthe "site"
was called into question. A first
requirement for the systematic
intensive survey strategy was good
maps. Enlarged aerial photographs
were used to create a base map ofthe
entire survey region. Using the C lS

ptogram Mapfnfo, the photographs
were scanned and registered to the
UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator)
grid with grid lines of roo-m (328-ft)
spacing superimposed on the base
map. The Cypriot Lands and Survey
Department assisted by giving CPS
(global positioning system) readings
for survey points in the study area.

The analytical unit used was
the survey unit itself: whenever
agricultural plots were clearly defined
in the field and on the aerial photo-
graphs they formed the basic
recording unit. The main survey
approach was a transect survey with
the fol lowi n g strategies:
r. to walk 5o-m (r64-ft) wide

transects north-south (with
fieldwalkers 5 m (t6,4 ft) apart)
across the survey area at 5oo-m
(t6ao-ft) intervals, in order to
obtain a broad systematic sample
ofthe survey area;

2. to use spatial information entered
daily into the CIS to determine
which topographic, geological,
and iand-use factors may have
conditioned the occurrence of
exposed cultural materials;

3. to conduct block survey of
"Special lnterest Areas" with
extensive evidence of early
industrial, agricultural, or
settlement activities;

4. to investigate, as "Places of
Special I nterest," locales
designated by obtrusive remains
or high densities of artifacts.

ln each unit a representat¡ve
sample of cultural material was
collected: pottery, chípped stone,
ground stone, metals, slag, ores and
fluxes, glass and tiles. Other, mainly
non-diagnostic material was simply
counted and left in the unit.

A major component of the SCSP

consisted of using CIS-derived
thematic maps to illustrate the results
ofthe field counting, coilecting, and

Møpping the medievol settlement of Mitsero
Mavrouvounos (right).
(Below) A viewshed onalysis (see p. zoz) ofthe
suruey areo: the black dots are medíeval-modern
settlements and the tinted areo shows what is
visible from Mitsero.

recording strategy. Pottery was the
key analytical aspect in assessing the
meaning and significance of the
survey units, and pottery data (density
and distribution) were incorporated
into CIS maps. A Pottery lndex (Pl),
adjusted for ground visibility and
other factors, was used to indicate the
importance of a specific time period
within a unit. A Pl of 5oo-rooo was
taken to indicate a light scatter of
pottery derìved from agricultural
practices such as manuring; a Pl of
5ooo might suggest a low-density
habitation lìke a farmstead; whereas a

Pl ofro,ooo suggested the very high
densities found on major settlements.

ln all, r55o survey units were
surveyed at a !-m (r6.a-ft) spacing
between fi eldwalkers, covering 6.54
sq. km (2.5 sq. miles), or 9.9 percent
ofthe survey area. The survey
identified tr Special lnterest Areas
and 142 Places ofspecial lnterest,
which were investigated. The count in
the field totalled 87,6oo sherds of
pottery, 8rl tile fragments, and 3o9z
lithics. About one third of these were
collected and analyzed and entered
into the project's database,

The data are now available in the
Archaeological Data ServÌce (ADS; York
University) archive in both database and
CIS form. As a result, the project could
conclude that the chronotype

f Ç>
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catalogu¡ng and information system was

integraied with pottery analyses and CIS

mapping to present a new perspect¡ve

on the exploitation of a regional

landscape. The Pottery lndex (Pl)

theoretically and methodologically
sought to bring new rigor to the
mapping of regional pottery data. The

CIS analytical maps portrayed in a vivid

and dynamic medium the level and types

of materials encountered covering a

period of8ooo years.

The general conclusion that it took

around 6 years to undertake an intensive

survey ofroughly lo percent ofan area

slightly in excess of6o sq. km (23 sq.

miles) is of note. lVloreoverthe

"chronoÇpe" cataloguing system was

dependent upon reasonably abundant
pottery finds which could be classified

chronologically according to an already

well-established typological system. The

availability of a chronologically sensitive

indicator ofthis kind is ofcrucial
relevance for any diachronic survey.

However, the system also intentionally
included a very large range ofwares that
previously had not been datahle by any

field project on Cyprus.
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Reconnaissance Survey. How does the archaeologist set

about locating sites, other than through documentary
sources and salvage work? A conventional and still valid
method is to look for the most prominent remains in a

landscape, particularly surviving remnants of walled
buildings, and burial mounds such as those in eastern

North America or Wessex in southern Britain. But many
sites are visible on the surface only as a scatter of artifacts

and thus require more thorough survey - what we may
call reconnaissance survey - to be detected.

Furthermore in recent years, as archaeologists have
become more interested in reconstructing the full human
use of the landscape, they have begun to realize that there

are very faint scatters of artifacts that miSht not qualify
as sites, but which nevertheless represent significant
human activity. Scholars such as Robert Dunnell and
WiÌliam Dancey have therefore suggested that these "off-

site" or "non-site" areas (that is, areas with a low density
of artifacts) should be located and recorded, which can

only be done by systematic survey work involving careful

sampling procedures (see below) . This approach is
particuìarly useful in areas where people leading a mobile
way of l,ife have left only a sparse archaeologicaì record,

as in much of Africa: see further discussion in Chapter 5.

Reconnaissance survey has become important for
another major reason: the growth of regionaì studies'
Thanks to the pioneering researches of scholars such as

Gordon WiÌley in the Virú Valley, Peru, and William T.

Sanders in the Basin of Mexico, archaeologists increas-

ingly seek to study settlement patterns - the distribution
of sites across the landscape within a given region. The
significance of this work for the understanding of past

societies is discussed further in Chapter 5. Here we may
note its impact on archaeological fieldwork: it is rarely
enough now simply to locate an individual site and then
to survey it and/or excavate it in isolation from other
sites. Whole regions need to be explored, involving a

program of survey.
In ihe last few decades, reconnaissance survey has

developed from being simply a preliminary stage in
fieldwork (looking for appropriate sites to excavate) to a
more or less independent kind of inquiry, an area of
research in its own right which can produce information
quite different from that achieved by digging. In some

cases excavation may not take place at all, perhaps
because permission to dig was not forthcoming, or
because of a lack of time or funds - modern excavation
is slow and costly, whereäs survey is cheap, quick,
relatively non-destructive, and requires only maps,

compasses, and tapes. Qsually, however, archaeologists

deliberately choose a surface approach as a source of
regional data in order to investigate specific questions

that intereSt'them and that excavation could not answer'
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Reconnaissance survey encompasses a broad range of
techniques: no longer just the identification of sites and
the recording or collection of surface artifacts, but
sometimes also the sampling of natural and mineral
resources such as stone and clay. Much survey today is

aimed at studying the spatiai distribution of human
activities, variations between regions, changes in
population through time, and relationships between
peopie, land, and resources.

Reconnaissance Survey in Practice. For questions
formulated in regional terms, it is necessary to collect data
on a corresponding scale, but in a way which provides a

maximum of information for a minimum of cost and effort.
First, the region to be surveyed needs to be defined: its
boundaries may be either natural (such as a valley or
island), cultural (the extent of an artifact style), or purely
arbitrary, though natural boundaries are the easiest to
establish.

The area's history of deveÌopment needs to be
examined, not only to familiarize oneself with previous
archaeological work and with the Iocal materials but aÌso
to asséss the extent to which surface material may have
been covered or removed by geomorphological processes.
There is little point, for example, in searching for
prehistoric material in sediments only recently laid down
by river action. Other factors may have affected surface
evidence as well. In much of Africa, for example, great
animal herds or burrowing animals will often have
disturbed surface material, so that the archaeoÌogist may
be able to examine onÌy very broad distribution patterns.
Geologists and environmental specialists can generally
provide useful advice.

This background information will help determine the
intensity of surface coverage of the survey. Other factors
to take into consideration are the time and resources
available, and how easy it is actually to reach and record
an area. Arid [dry) and semi-arid environments with littÌe
vegetation are among the best for this type of work,
whereas in equatorial rainforest survey ma)¿ be limited to
soll exposures along river banks, unless time and labor
permit the cuttlng of trails to form a survey grid. Many
regions, of course, contain a variety of landscapes, and a

single survey strategy is often inadequate to cover them.
Flexibility of approach is required, with the area
"stratified" into zones of differing visibility, and an
appropriate technique devised for each. Moreover, it must
be remembered that some archaeological phases (with
diagnostic artifacts or pottery styÌes) are more "visible"
than others, and that mobile hunter-gatherer or pastoral
communities leave a very different - and generally sparser

- imprint on the landscape than do agricuÌturaÌ or urban
communities [see Chapter 5). AII these factors lnust be

SurveyÌng equipment: a Total Station Theodolite, in use on a síte

in Scotland, records a point in three dímensions and incorporates
an Electronic Distance Measurer (EDM)

taken into account when planning the search patterns and
recovery techniques.

Another point to consider is whether material should
be collected or merely examined for its associations and
context (where context is disturbed, as in parts of Africa,
mentioned above, collection is often the most sensible
option). And should collection be total or partial? Usually,
a sampling method is employed (see box, pp. 80-81).

There are two basic kinds of surface survey: the
unsystematic and the systemotic. The former is the
simpler, involving walking across each part of the area
(for example, each plowed field), scanning the strip of
ground along one's path, collecting or examining artifacts
on the surface, and recording their location together with
that of any surface features. It is generally felt, however,
that the results may be biased and misleading. Walkers
have an inherent desire to find materiaÌ, and wiÌl therefore
tend to concentrate on those areas that seem richer, rather
than obtaining a sample representative of the whole area
that would enable the archaeologist to assess the varying
distribution of material of different periods or types. On
the other hand, the method is flexible, enabling the team
to focus greater efforts on the areas that have proved most
Ìikely to contain finds.

Most modern survey is done in a systematic way,
employing either a grid system or a series of equally
spaced traverses or transects (straight paths) across the
area. The area to be searched is divided into sectors, and
these [or a sample of them) are walked systematicalÌy. In
this way, no part of the area is either under- or over-
represented in the survey. This method also makes it
easier to plot the location of finds since one's exact
position is always known. Even greater accuracy can be



attained by subdividing the traverses into units of fixed

length, some of which can then be more carefully
examined.

Results tend to be more reliable from long-term projects

that cover the region repeatedly, since the visibility of

sites and artifacts can vary widely from year to year or

even with the seasons, thanks to vegetation and changing

land use. In addition, members of field crews inevitably

differ in the accuracy of their observations, and in their
ability to recognize and describe sites (the more careiully
one looks, and the more experience one has, the more

one sees); this factor can never be totally eliminated, but
repeated coverage can help to counter its effects. The use

of standardized recording forms makes it easy to put the

data into a computer at a later stage.

Finally, it may be necessary or desirable to carry out
small excavations to supplement or check the surface data
(particularly for questions of chronology, contempor-
aneity, or site function), or to test hypotheses which have

arisen from the survey. The two types of investigation are

complementary, not mutually exclusive. Their major
difference can be summarized as follows: excavation tells

us a lot about a little of a site, and can only be done once,
whereas survey tells us a little about a lot of sites, and

can be repeated.

Extensive and lntensive Survey. Surveys can be made
more extensive by combining results from a series of
individual projects in neighboring regions to produce very
large-scale views of change in landscape, land use, and
settlement through time - though, as with individual
members of a field crew, the accuracy and quality of
different survey projects may vary widely. Outstanding
syntheses of regional survey have been produced in parts

of Mesoamerica (see Chapter 13) and Mesopotamia, areas

which aiready have a long tradition of this type of work.
In Mesopotamia, for example, the pioneering work by

Robert Adams and others, combining surface and aeriaÌ
suruey, has produced a picture of changing settlement size

and spacing through time leading to the first cities:
scattered agricultural villages became more clustered as

population increased, and eventually by the Earþ Dynastic
Period (3rd millennium ec) major centers of distribution
had arisen, interconnected by routes of communication.
The work has also revealed former watercou¡ses and
canals, and even probable zones of cultivation.
Alternatively survey can be made more intensive by aiming
at total coverage of a single large site or site-cluster - what
one might call micro-regional survey. It is a paradox that
some of the world's greatest and most famous
archaeoìogical sites have never, or onÌy recently, been
studied in this way, since attention has traditionally
focused on the grandiose monuments themselves rather
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than on any attempt to place them within even a local
context. At Teotihuacán, near Mexico City, a major
mapping project initiated in the 1960s has added hugely
to our knowledge of the area around the great pyramid-
temples (see pp. 95-96).

Surface survey has a vital place in archaeological work,
and one that continues to grow in importance. In modern
projects, however, it is usuaÌly supplemented (and often
preceded) by reconnaissance from the air, one ofthe most
important advances made by archaeology this century. In
fact, the availability of air photographs can be an
important factor in selecting and delineating an area for
surface suruey.

Aerial Reconnaissance
It must be stressed that aerial reconnaissance, particularly
aerial photography, is not merely or even predominantly
used for the discovery of sites, being more crucial to their
recording and interpretation, and to monitoring changes

in them through time. Nevertheless, aerial survey -
together with remote sensing from space (see below) -
has been responsible for a large number of discoveries;
and continues to find more sites every year.

Aerial Photography. The first major archaeological
applications of this technique occurred at the start of the
century with photographs of the'Roman town of Ostia
taken from a balloon, and in 1913 when Sir Henry
Wellcome took vertical pictures of his excavations in the
Sudan by means of a box kite. World War I gave the
technique a great impetus when archaeologists such as

O.G.S. Crawford in England discovered the clarity that air
photographs taken from aircraft and balloons could
provide in their plan view of prehistoric monuments.

In Syria, from 1925 onward, Father Antoine Poidebard
began tracing ancient caravan routes leading to Roman
frontier defenses in the desert; using observation from
the air, he discovered many new forts and roads. He also

showed that underwater sites could be detected from the
air, revealing for the first time the ancient harbor beneath
the sea at Tyre, Lebanon - a study which was combined
with survey by divers and partial excavation. Poidebard:s
work was paralleled by that of Erich Schmidt over Iran
in the 1930s. His photographs documented his
excavations in progress as well as sites he was thinking
of digging, and he made reconnaissance flights over
previously uncharted areas. SimilarIy , in 1927 , military
pÌanes photographed Late Bronze Age oak pile structures
through the waters of Lake Neuchâtel, Switzerland. In
the New World, Alfred Kidder flew in 1929 with pioneer
aviaton'Charles Lindbergh over central and eastern
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SAMPLING STRATEGIES

Archaeologists cannot usually afford
the time and money necessary to
investigate fully the whole of a large
site or all sites in a given region.
So some sort of sample is required.
But ofwhat kindl

lfthe objective is to be able to draw
reliable general conclusions about the
whole site or region from the small
areas sampled, one should try to
make use of statistical methods.
These employ probability theory,
hence the term probabilistic sampling.
Through mathematical means, they
attempt to improve the probability
that generalizations from the sample
will be correct. This is the technique
employed by public opinion polls,
which may sample fewer than zooo
people yet will extrapolate from the
results to generalize about the
opinions of millions. Quite often the
polls are proved wrong, yet
surprisìngly often they are more or
less right. This is because the
structure of sampled populations is

well known, whereas in archaeology
population structures are usually
unknown. As with opinion polls, in
archaeological work the larger and
better designed the sample, the more
likely the results are to be valid.

The aiternative is to adopt a non-
statistical approach: non-probabilistic
sampling. Some sites in a given
region may be more accessible than
others, or more prominent in the
landscape, which may prompt a less
formally scientifi c research design.
Long years ofexperience in the field
will also give some archaeologists an

intuitive "feel" for the right places to
undertake work. But in order to judge
ìn any quantitative manner how
representative the sample is of a site
or region, some form of probabilistic
sampling needs to be used.

Types of Probabilistic Sampling
The simplest form is a simple random
sample, where the areas to be
sampled are chosen using a table of

Types of samplíng: (A) simple random;
(B) stratifed random; (C) systematic;
(D) stra I if;ed unaligne d syste m atic

random numbers. Research at the
small Formative-perìod hamlet of
Tierras Largas in the Oaxaca
lowlands, Mexico, can serve as an

example. Marcus Winter set out to
trace this 3ooo-year-old site's overall
layout and house plans in what was
simply a plowed field. First he defined
Ihe sample un¡verse (the site
boundaries) from the area ofsherd
scatter. Next he chose I'is sampling
units (Ihe size ofthe squares, also
called quadrats, in his grid). An initial
small test excavation suggested that
squares 2 m on a side would be large
enough to reveal intelligible features
beneath the surface.

Finally, Vlinter needed to determine
how large a sample fractior,r would be

sufficient (how many squares to
investigate). The greater the number
ofsquares, the more precise the
predictions. ln this case, Winter
estimated from the average size of
known Formative houses that they
would occupy less than 5 percent of
the site's area. With an expected rate
ofoccurrence ofless than 5 percent in
the 5ooo squares ofhis site grid, he

calculated from statlstical tables that
a sample size of lg7 squares would
s uffìce.

Stratified systematic sample of squares,

5 m on a side, chosen for invest¡gation at
C i rik-í- H aciyan, Tu rkey.

The squares were chosen with a

table of random numbers. From this
sample he was able to estimate the
number of houses, pits, burials, and
other features which would be found
ifthe entire s¡te were to be exposed.

There are drawbacks to this
method. First, it entails defining the
site's boundaries beforehand, and
these are not always known with
certainty. Second, the nature of
random numbers results in some
areas being allotted clusters of
squares, whiie others remain
untouched - the sample is, there-
fore, inherently biased.

One answer is the stratified random
sample, where the region or site is

divided into its natural zones (strata,
hence the technique's name), such as

cultivated land and forest, and
squares are then chosen by the same
random-nu mber procedure, except
that each zone has the number of
squares proportional to its area. Thus,
if forest comprises 85 percent of the
area, ¡t must be allotted 85 percent of
the squares.

Another solution, systematic
sampling, entails the selection of
a grid ofequally spaced locations
e.g. choosing every other square. By
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adopting such a regular spacing one
runs the risk of missing (or hitting)
every single example in an equally
regular pattern of distribution -Ìhis
is another source ofpotential bias.

A more satisfactory method is to
use a stratified unaligned systematic
sample, which combìnes the main
elements from all three techniques
just described. ln collecting artifacts
from the surface ofa large tell or
mound site at Cirik-i-Haciyan in
Turkey, Charles Redman and Patty,lo
Watson used a grid of 5-m squares,
but orientated it along the site's main
N-S/E-W axes, and the samples were
selected with reference to these axes.

The strata chosen were blocks of9
squares þ x 3), and one square in

each block was picked for excavation

by selecting its N-S/E-W coordinates
from a table of random numbers.
Not only does this method ensure an

unbiased set of samples, more evenly

dìstributed over the whole site, but it
also makes it unnecessary to define
the boundaries, since the grid can be

extended in any direction.
ln large-scale surveys, transects

(linear paths) are sometimes
preferable to squares. This is
particularly true in areas ofdense
vegetation such as tropical rainforest.
It ìs far easier to walk along a series

of paths than to locate accurately
and investigate a large number of
randomly distributed squares. ln

addition, transects can easily be

segmented into units, whereas it
may be difficult to locate or describe
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Simple rcndom sample of squares chosen

for excavation ot Tierras Largas, Mexico

a specific part ofa square; and

transects are useful not merely for
fìnding sites but also for recording
artifact densities across the
landscape. On the other hand,
squares have the advantage of
exposing more area to the survey,

thus increasing the probability of
intersecting sites. A combination of
the two methods is often best: using
transects to cover long distances, but
squares when larger concentrations of
material are encountered.

The four probabilistic sampling
methods described above have

been tested by Stephen Plog on
distribution maps from the Valley

of Oaxaca, Mexico, ¡n an attempt
to assess theìr comparative efficiency
at predicting the total number of
sites from a 1o percent sample.
He concluded that systematic and

siratified systematic samplin g were

slightly more efficient than the simple
or stratified random sampling
techniques - but the differences
were not statistically signìficant and

therefore archaeologists could in
most circumstances use the simpler
methods.

Some allowance needs also to be

made for the danger that probabilistic
sampling, used on its own in regìonal
survey, might easily fail to reveal a
major site - a site that may at one

tlme have dominated the whole
region. llhere there is likely to be a 

,

hierarchy of sites, some larger and

more dominant than others, it is
therefore only prudent to combine
probabilistic sampling with
conventional survey to discover
prominent sites. For further
discussion ofthis point, see

Chapter 5.
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Two early examples of aerial photography (LeJt) The first air photograph oJ Stonehenge (or of any archaeological site) taken from a

balloon in ryo6 (Right) Crop-marks reveal massive earthworks at Poverty Point, Louisiana, dating Jrom lSoo-loo Bc.

Yucatán, in Mexico, and discovered half-a-dozen new
sites within a vast and impenetrabÌe jungÌe landscape.
They also made flights over Arizona and New Mexico
looking fôr ancient villages.

From these beginnings aerial photography has
developed into one of the archaeologist's most valued
aids. New opportunities have arisen in centrál and
eastern Europe since the fall ofthe Iron Curtain in 1989.
Before that time there were restrictions on flying and no
archaeological reconnaissance was allowed. Recently,
there has been considerable activity in the air over former
Soviet areas which has shown that they were as densely
occupied as some of the best-known parts of Britain and
western Europe. Whole landscapes are beginning to be
recorded by projects that integrate aerial and fieÌd survey.
Recent work by, for example, the aerial photographer
Otto Braasch from Germany and landscape archaeologist
Martin Gojda in the Czech Republic has ma¡ked the
beginnings of aerial survey in those regions. The Aerial
Archaeology Research Group ran training weekends in
Hungary 0996), and Poland (1998) to introduce aeriaÌ
photography, interpretation, and mapping primarily to
ex-Warsaw Pact countries, with great success. Indeed,
in Poland in 2002 a first book was published, dealing
with aerial survey for archaeology. Since this date a

considerable amount of obÌique aerial photography and
photo interpretation has taken place for reasons ranging
from conservation to salvage archaeology. The important
new evidence is complementing and supplementing the

Polish AZP program (a long-term project to field-walk
the entire country) by identifying crop-marked sites
where artifact scatters have been found. One of the
important results arising from this new aerial
photography is the demonstration that neolithic long
houses frequently occur in village-like groups where
salvage excavation, for example, may only find and
excavate one. Recent and current research in Romania
by Ioana Oltean and Bill Hanson has made extensive use
of aerial photographic data to analyse the nature and
distribution of settlement in the pre-Roman and Roman
periods, along with the human impact on the local
Iandscape and the changes which occurred as a result of
the Roman occupation

In Britain and Europe aerial photographs are mainly
collected in specialist libraries, which may be held
regionally or in major national collections, such as the
National Library of Air Photographs in England. This
currently holds 0.75 million specialist oblique prints
dating from 1906 to the present, and over 3 million
vertical survey photographs spanning the years 1940 to
1990. In Scotland and Wales many old and new
photographs are available on the Internet (http://www.
rcahms.gov.uk/). This is also the case in some US states
or collections (e.9. IÌÌinois: http://images.Ìibrary.
uiuc.edu/projects/aeriaÌ_photos/) where old photo-
graphs have been scanned as a means of conservation
and then made freeÌy available on the Internet. Second
World War ¡econnaissance photographs (allied and



Luftwaffe) of Europe are available in the US National
Archives, Maryland and Keele University (UK). These

have been useful to a number of researchers working in
parts of EuroPe.

How Are Aerial Photographs Used? Photographs taken

from the air are merely tools; they are means to an end.

Photographs do not themselves reveal sites - it is the
photographer and the interpreter who do so, by
examination of the terrain and the pictures. These are

specialized skills. Long experience and a keen eye are

needed to differentiate archaeologicaÌ traces from other
features such as vehicle tracks, old river beds, and canals.

Indeed, most military intelligence units during the final
years of World War II had archaeologists on their staff
as interpreters of air photographs. Glyn Daniel's
expertise, for example, proved invaluabÌe to British
military photo-intelligence, and he ended the war
running a large unit in India.

Aerial photographs are of two types: oblique and
verticol Each has its advantages and drawbacks, but
oblique photographs have usually been taken of sites
observed from the air by an archaeologist and thought
to be of archaeological significance, whereas most
vertical photographs result from non-archaeological
surveys (for instance, cartographic). Both types can be

used to provide overlapping stereoscopic pairs of prints
which enable a scene to be examined in three dimensions
and so add confidence to any interpretation. Stereoscopic
pictures taken of the ancient city of Mohenjodaro in
Pakistan from a tethered balloon, for example, have
enabled photogrammetric - accurately contoured - plans

to be made of its surviving structures. Similarly, large
areas can be surveyed with overlapping photographs,
which are then processed into a very accurate photo-
grammetric base map of all the archaeological evidence
identified from the air. Analytical ground survey can then
proceed on a much surer basis.

The ways in which sites show from the air and how
they are interpreted are discussed in the box (pp. Ba-85).
Oblique photographs show archaeological features
clearly on the whole, while vertical photographs may
need to be examined by an interpreter seeking such
information. Vertical prints show a near-plan view from
which it is relativeÌy easy to take measurements or make
maps, although if there is a large amount of information,
computer rectification methods are more efficient. These
programs were initially developed to help transform the
scale and perspective distortions of oblique photographs
but can just as readily be used to scale interpretations
made from vertical prints. Known points are matched on
photograph and map and this enables the archaeological
information to be rectified to plan view. Computer

jWhere? Survey and Excavation ofsites and Features 8g

Oblique photograph

Vert¡cal
photograph

(Above) Aerial photographs are oftwo types: oblique and vertical
Obliques are easier to view and understand than verticals but
may present more dfficulty to the interpreter who must
transJorm the information to plan views

(Below) An oblique aerial photograph ofNewark earthworks, Ohio
An octagon and círcle joined by a small stríp of land are clearly
visible, as are the small mounds just inside the octagon's corners.

transformation (georeferencing in the US) is the usual
method for mapping archaeological features from aerial
photographs in Britain and Europe and could be a useful
tool elsewhere. Site-specific mapping at scaìes of 1:2500
can show considerable detail within a site and is usually
accurate to within + 2 m (6 ft). This alÌows features to
be measured and compared and is essential in providing
precise locations so that excavation trenches can be
positioned accurately and cost-effectively. Digital terrain
modeling (making a 3-D model of the ground based on
contours) can be applied to computer transformations in
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES FROM THE AIR

Much of the world is already recorded
on vertical aerial photographs and to
an increasing extent by high-
resolution satelllte images - readily
available, for example, from Coogle
Earth. lt is sensible to examine these
for archaeological evìdence at the
beginning ofa project and they can

make useful guides to take into the
field. ln addition, archaeologists may

use aircraft to search the ground for
traces of former sites and past
landscapes. Photographs are usually
oblique and taken by hand-held
cameras. Such oblique photography
is a selective process, involving
archaeological judgment, in contrast
to the unselective view obtained by

vertical survey. Single-frame shots
ofa site or feature are usual, although
stereoscopic pairs of obliques
considerably assist subsequent
interpretation. Oblique aerial

photographs show sites in the context
ofthe landscape and can also be used

for preparing archaeological maps.

How Sites Show from the Air
A comprehensive knowledge of the
ways in which sites show from the air
is essential. Those who take and use

aerial photographs must understand
the means by which the evidence is

made visible in order to determine
the type offeature that has been

recorded. Conventionally, features
photographed from the air are often
described according to the way they
are revealed, rather than by the
archaeological reality they represent,
thus "earthworks," "soil-marks," or
"crop-marks." lt is more helpful to
extend these descriptions, as, for
instance, "earthworks showing the

Earthworks seen from the air: the lron Age
hillforl of Maiden Castle, southern England,

whose complex ramparts are thrown into
reliefby shadows cast by massìve eafthen
banks. The air photograph also highlights an
interestìng earlier feature: a shallow Neolithic
ditch running across the middle ofthe foft.

ramperts of an enclosure," or "the
soìl-mark of a leveled burial mound,"
or "crop-marked ditches of a probable
settlement."

Earthworks is a term used to
describe banks and associated
ditches, or stone-walled features -
in fact, any feature that can be seen

in relief. These features are usually
revealed from the air as shadow
marks - an effect that is dependent
on the lighting and weather
conditions at the time of photo-
graphy. They also show in relief
when vìewed as a stereoscopic
pair. Such features may also be

seen by the differences in vegetation
supported by banks and ditches,
by differential melting or drifting
of snow, or by retention of water
in ditches in times of flood. Time
of day and time of year are thus
important in the discovery and
recording of such sites.

Soil-marks reveal the presence
ofburied ditches, banks, or
foundations by the changes in
subsoil color caused when a

plowshare catches and turns over
part ofthe buried feature, bringing
it to the surface. Most soil-marked
sites are being destroyed by modern

winter plowing has scroped the chalk

foundations of this Gallo-Roman villa in
France. Thís process of destructíon has in fact
revealed the plan of its main structures
agaínst the dark soil.

cultivation. They are mostly visible
in photographs taken in winter
months. Bare soil will sometimes
also reveal features through
differential moisture retention -
damp-marks - or by differences in

thermal properties that affect the
melting of snow and frost.
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Crop-marks develop when a buried
wall or ditch either decreases or
enhances crop growth by affecting
the availability of moisture and

nutrìents through changing the

depth of soil. Suitable crops, such

as wheat, barley, and some root
vegetables, provide a perfect

medium for revealing features in the

underlying soil. This response to
buried features is very delicate and

dependent on variables such as the

type and condition of soil, weather
during the growing season, crop

type, and agricultural practices.

Thus features can stand out strongly
in one year and be invisìble the next.

l(nowledge of recent and past land-

use in an area can be particularly
valuable when assessing the
potentiaì of apparently blank modern

fields. Some features simply do not
produce crop-marked evidence.

Photo lnterpretation and
Mapping
lnterpretation is the process bY

which features photographed from
the air, such as soil-marks, are

analyzed in order to deduce the types

of archaeological structures causing
them. Civen that the visibility of
features varies from year to year,

photos taken over several years need

to be studied to compile an accurate
plan. Such plans may guide
excavation to key points in a

structure, place fi eld-collected data

in context, or themselves be used as

the starting point for new research.
Aerial photos can also be

employed to produce a map of
known features within a region.

Many such records were drawn on to
transparent sheets that were overlaid
on to maps showing topographical
or other information, but more up-

to-date systems have converted such
information as part of Geographic
lnformation Systems (ClS: see PP.

9r -95).
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Crop-marks (above) clearly reveal lwo
concentric rings of ditches defning an

enclosure ot Mezíen, Sachsen-Anhalt,

Germany. Bolh ditch círcuits are interrupfed
and may l.hereþre be of Neolithic date. Note
also lhe crop-marked pits and polygons caused

by periglacìol action in the gravel subsoil.

How crop-marks are formed (below): crops

grow taller and more thickly over sunken

features such as ditches (t), and show

stunted growth over buried walß (z).

Such variatíons may not be obvíous at
ground level, but are ofren vísible from the
air, as dffirent colored bands of vegetat¡on.
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places where the ground is undulating or has high lelief.
After computer transformation the resulting plan may be
brought to a final form using commercial graphics
software or edited and ìncorporated as a GIS record
(Geographic Information Systems - see below).

Mapping of individual sites f¡orn aerial photographs is
necessary in cases of salvage excavation and also forms
the beginning from which landscapes may be mapped and
considered. This ability to study large areas is often only
possibÌe usìng aerial resources, In Britain, Rog Palmer
used thousands of individual pÌ.rotographs of a 450-sq. km
(175-sq. mile) territory around the lron Age hillfort of
Danebury to produce accurate maps. These show that the
site lay within very complex agricultural landscapes, witl.r
at ieast B other hiÌlforts in the area. Crop- and soil-marks
(see box, pp. Ba-85) revealed the presence of 120 ditched
farming enclosures, hundreds of acres of small fields,
regularly arranged, and 240 km (150 miles) of linear
ditches and boundary works, many of which were roughly
contemporaneous with Danebury to judge from their
forms and/or surface finds. After excavating for 20 years
at Danebury, Balry Cunliffe turned l.rís attention to the
surrounding landscape and used the mapped information
to guide his Danebury Environs Programme. Since 1989

this program has examined a small numbe¡ of selected
sites and settlements in the area to study particular
reÌationships and types of prehistoric and Roman features.

Map of the area around Danebury, an lron Age hillfort in
southern Brítaín (6th-znd centuTies ec), createdfrom aerial
survey, with details of ancientfields, tracks, and enclosures

Pueblo Bonito

.i F':tJV-'*'

Chaco Canyon and its system ofroads, vísible from the aír.

Although it was known tl.rat prehistolic roadways
existed within Chaco Canyon in the American Southwest,
it was only when a major aerial reconnaissance ploject
was undertaken by the National Park Service in the 1970s

that the full extent of the system of roads was appreciated.
Using the extensive coverage provided by the aerial
photographs a whole network of prehistoric roadways
was identified and mapped. This was followecl by
seÌective ground surveys and some archaeological
investigation. From the aerial coverage it has been
estimated that the network, thought to date to the 11th
and l2th centuries ,co, extends some 2400 km (1500
miles), though of this only 208 km (130 miÌes) has been
verified by examination at ground level.

Recent Developments in Aerial Photography. New
technology is having an impact on aerial photography in
different ways. Computer enhancemelt of pictures can
improve theil shalpness and contrast. Digital manipulation
of images has aÌso been developed and enables a single
image, from an oblique or vertical photograph, to be
transformed to match the map of the area. Computer
programs also exist which allow several images to be
transformed and then combined. Tl.ris is especiaìly useful in
cases where a site may lie in two modern fields from which
crop-marked information has been recorded in different
years. Such plan-form images may help subsequent photo
interpretation and mapping, Use of aerial data as a GIS layer
may lead to fruitful results from analyses in conjunction with
topograpl.ric and other archaeological information.
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Although the majority of existing photographs have

been taken on film - black and white (panchromatic),

color or false color infrared - in the last few years digital
sensors have become sufficiently good to be used in
precision vertical cameras and the hand-held cameras

used by airborne archaeologists. For the latter, cameras

taking images of sizes greater than 10 megapixels provide

more than adequate resolution for most archaeological
purposes. Modern flying, be this to capture a series of
parallel overÌapping strips of vertical photographs or to
examine a chosen area by an archaeoÌogist, is usually
planned and recorded to take advantage of GPS fGlobal
Positioning System) navigation. The track of an

archaeological flight is likely to be recorded at preset

intervals to provide a continuous record that shows the
ground that has been overflown and searched. In
addition, the top-of-the-range Nikon cameras can. be

linked to GPS so that coordinates are recorded on an Exif
file when each photograph is taken. This eases the
occasional problem of locating shots when the archae-

ologist is back on the ground.
One current trend is to georeference and mosaic vertical

photographs and satellite images so that they can be

layered in a GIS. This provides useful comparative data but
is not ideal for interpretation of the photographs, which is

best done using overlapping stereoscopic prints or images,

and it is usual to view on-screen images of the northern
hemisphere with north to the top rather than the ideaÌ of
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having shadows falling towards the viewer. Photo
interpretation and photogrammetry have long histories that
have been developed to aid reading aerial photographs and

it would help many GIS users if they were aware of some

of the "tdcks" of this slightly earlier age.

Digital images can be manipulated using readily
available computer programs to enhance their
archaeologicaÌ content to the viewer's satisfaction. It is
wise to devise a storage system that allows rapid retrieval
of images, is adequately backed up, and takes account of
the possible short-term life of dìgital formats so as to
provide good archival storage of what may be unique data.

Use of LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) has proved

extremely valuable in the past few years. The aircraft,
whose exact position is known through use of a

differential GPS, carries a laser scanner that rapidly pulses

a series of beams to the ground. By measuring the time
taken for these to return to the aircraft an accurate picture
of the ground in the form of a digital elevation model (or

digital surface model) is created. Software used with
LIDAR provides archaeologists with two great advantages

over conventional aerial photography. Tree canopies can

be eliminated by switching off the "first return" and so

the sensor can see into woodland; and the angle and
azimuth of the sun can be moved to enable ground
features to be viewed under optimal (and sometimes
naturally impossible) lighting. Both facilities have been

used to advantage in England where new sites - mostly

LIDAR in operation: the lron Age hillfort of Wetshbury in the Forest of Dean, England, is almost invisible in conventional aerial photographs

(eft) fhe initial LTDAR imageihows littlà improvement (center) but once reflections from leaves and trees (the 'Jirst return") have been

filtered out using a software algorithm the earthworks are clearly visible (right)
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enlargements to field systems - have been found, and
locational corrections made to the existing record of the
landscape alour.rd Stonehenge.

However the most informative and scientific appraisal
of the a¡chaeological potential of LIDAR is being currently
undertaken by Michael Doneus from Vienna University,
who is conducting a series of experiments to evalnate its
penetrative powers on known sites under a seasonally-
varying tree canopy.

High altitude mapplng has also helped reveal a hitherto
undocumented people in Costa Rica. In 1984-85, Thomas
Sever of NASA flew over the area around the volcano of
Arenal, which was of interest to archaeologists because
1ocal people had founci potsherds and tools when roads
were cut through the terrain of ash. Sever scanned the
area usir.rg radar, infrared photographic film, and LIDAR.
The resulting images sÌrowed roadways radiating from a
central graveyard. Subsequent excavation of 62 sites by
Payson Sheets revealed that a wandering people had Ìived
in the volcano's sl.radow from about 11,000 BC, and had
settled permanently on the shore of Lake Arenal in
2000 sc. Their campsites, graves and houses had been
buried and protected by a volcanic eruption.

Another new technique that offers promising results is
being developed in Germany by Ulrich Kiesow, who has
been using a tÌrermal image camera to take aerial videos
of potential negative crop marks over known Roman villa
sites. The videos show that development of a negative
crop mark is accompanied by an increase of temperature
of the vegetation concerned which can be recorded as

"warm crop marks." These can be thermally sensed before
and during the emergence of negative crop marks.

New World archaeological projects now routinely use
the cornrnercially available and cost-effective black-and-
white aerial photographs. The 9 x 9 in negatives can be
enlarged considerably before sl.rowing grain and thus quite
small features such as walls, pits, etc. can be clearly seen.

Digital carneras may be used to advantage to acquire
images of larger-scale structures and systems, more
common in arid and jungle zones. lt is also routine to
access Google Earth and use the high resolution air pl.totos

and satellite cover there, or to buy copies of thern. The
l.rigl.r-resolution irnages available fi'om lkonos (about 1 m
resolution) and QuickBird [60 cmJ satellites offel data
comparable witÌr aerial photographs, wÌiiÌe Google Earth
l.ras basic world cover from NASA's LANDSAT series (28.5

m) but includes blocks of QuickBird images and some
conventional aerial photographs.

Tl.re introduction of Google Earth has been a true "aerial

revolution" since it offers every archaeologist the
opportunity to examine the ground and look for'
archaeological sites, but the same "rules" of visibility apply
to those images as they do to conventional aerial photos,
and absence of evidence on one particular date is not
evidence of absence. NASA's World Wind and Microsoft's
Live Search also offer worÌd-wide cover but at lower
resolutions or using aerial photographs available
elsewhere. It is important to note, however, that most
users have never been trained to interpret such photos
and many expect sites to be visible at all times.

Two satellite images of the Urartian citadel of Erebuni, near Yerevan, Armenia,founded in 782 ac: on the left, with resolution of about z m þofi)
is an ímagefrom the Amerícan CORONA series taken ín r97r; on the rÌght is a higher resolution screen shotfrom Coogle Earth of a O_uickBird

image taken in zoo6 Both images are displayed with south to the top so that shadows assist photo-reading of topography and structures

)
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euickBird and Ikonos images can also be taken to

order, although the minimum cost may be high for some

archaeological proiects. In parts of the world where maps

are still regarded as secret or do not exist, an up-to-date

satellite image may be the only way to provide a "base

map" for archaeological investigations' Both satellite
"owners" maintain libraries of old images that are lower

in price. Much use has been made of the Cold War

CORONA satellite photographs [at best about 2 m

resolution), and these too provide a useful base map and

allow provisional interpretation of sites that can later be

checked bY fieldwork.

Remote Sensing from High Altitude. As their resolution

increases, photographs and images taken from satellites

are increasingly being used in archaeological surveys. Some

useful early work was done using images from the

LANDSAT (Earth Resources Technology). Scanners record

the intensity of reflected light and the infrared radiation
from the earth's surface, and convert these eìectronically

into photographic images. LANDSAT images have been

used to trace large-scale features such as ancient levee

systems in Mesopotamia and an ancient riverbed running
from the deserts of Saudi Arabia to Kuwait, as well as

sediments around Ethiopia's Rift Valley that are likely to
contain hominin fossil beds. Space Imaging Radar (which

can reveal features beneath 5 m (16 ft) of sand) has been

used from the space shuttle to locate ancient riverbeds
beneath the deserts of Egypt and hundreds of kilometers

of long-abandoned caravan routes in Arabia, many of
which converged on a spot ln Oman, that may be the lost

city of Ubar. Similarìy, a radar sensor on the shuttle located

ancient watercourses in China's Taklamakan Desert, along
which lost settlements can be sought.

In Montana, 8 quarries worked up to 10,000 years ago

have been detected by a team from the University of
Colorado using the spectral "signatures" of their
characteristic geological and vegetational palterns, since
different frequencies of radiation detected by satellites
provide information about the types of rocks and plants. In
Nigeria, Patrick Darling has used both sateÌlite imagery and
verticaÌ aerial photographs to carry out major surveys of
large areas including swamp forest, tropicaÌ rainforest, and

savannah, and has identified 1600 walled settlements and
more than 16,000 km (10,000 miles) of linear earth
boundaries, some surviving to heights of more than 1B m

[60 ft) - this has made a huge contribution to the picture

of the past that had previously been put together from
piecemeal excavations.

A pioneering archaeological application was carried out
in Mesoamerica. Using false-color LANDSAT imagery, in
which natural colors are converted into more sharply
contrasting hues, NASA scientists working with
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archaeologists in 1983 found an extensive network of Maya

farmed fields and settlements in the Yucatán peninsula of
Mexico. In this expensive experiment, costing $250,000,
Maya ruins showed up in false color as tiny dots of blue,
pink, and light red - blue for ancient reservoirs cut out of
the limestone surface, pink and light red for vegetation on

and adjacent to the sites. By looking for examples of blue
dots next to pink and light red ones, archaeologists were

able to pinpoint 112 sites. They visited 20 by helicopter in
order to verify their conclusions.

The project also found an unknown city with twin
pyramids, dating to the Classic Maya phase of ¡.o 600-900;

and relocated the major city of Oxpemul which had been

discovered in the early 1930s but was then lost again in the

thick jungle. However, the most important result was the

detection of a large network (covering an area 65 km (40

miles) long and 4.8 km (3 miles) wide) of waìled fields and

house-mounds neat Flores Magón, which effectively
destroyed the already discredited theory that Maya
civilization was based on a shifting type of agriculture,
without regularÌy maintained fields.

Declassified US images can now be browsed on the web
(http://edcwww.cr.usgs.gov) and ordered as prints or
negatives for about $18 per frame - these excellent high-
resolution images are on 70 mm film, and are about I m
(3 ft) in length. Despite the relatively low cost, however,
as long as the resolution remains inferior to that of
conventional aerial photography, the latter will continue
to play a crucial role. As with conventional aerial
photographs, sateÌlite images need to be taken at an

appropriate time of year for crop-marks and other such

features to stand out, but - as is shown by a Russian image

of the Stonehenge area - they can sometimes show a

remarkable amount of detail, equal to that on conventional
1 : 10,000 vertical photos.

Much of this recent use of satellite imagery has identified
the known rather than discovering the unknown but it has

shown the capabilities of these very high altitude remotely
sensed media. Study of an area of Thailand by J.T. Parry

compared features interpreted from conventional vertical
aerial photographs, at scales between 1:15,000 and
l:50,000, with those that could be identified on color
infrared composite LANDSAT images. Interpretation of the

LANDSAT data was undertaken using projected images

that were matched to maps át scales of 1:250,000 or
zoomed to 1:50,000. Sites identified were large moated
sites, for which LANDSAT was excellent, and smaller
mounds (some 75 percent were detected), while canaÌs

showed only poorly (23 percentl compared to conventional
aeriil photographs.

Another remote s ensing technique, sidew oy s-lo oking
oirborne radar (SLAR), has also yielded evidence
suggesting that Maya agriöulture was more intensive than
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\ satellite ímage of the huge ancient site of Angkor in
--ambodia

lreviously imagined. The technique involves recording in
'adar images the return of pulses of electromagnetic
:adiation sent out from a flying aircraft. Since radar will
lenetrate cloud cover and to some extent dense rainforest,
ìichard Adams and hls colleagues were able to use SLAR
'rom a l.righ-flying NASA aircraft to scan 80,000 sq. km
.3I,200 sq. miles) of the Maya lowlands. The SLAR images
'evealed not only ancient cities and field systems, but an
lnormous lattice of grey lines some of which may have
reen canaÌs, to judge by subsequent inspections by canoe.
f field testing - which has scarcely begun - reveals that
he canals are anclent, it will show that the Maya had an
:laborate irrigation and water transport system.

Recently, the international Greater Angkor Project has
found that the vast ruins of the 1000-year-old temple
complex of Angkor in nortirern Cambodia may cover an
area of up to 3000 sq. km (11500 sq. miles). The ruins,
shrouded in dense jungle and surrounded by land-mines,
have been the subject of new studies using high-resolution
radar imagery obtained from NASA satellites. The resulting
dark squares and rectangles on the images are stone moats
and reflecting pools around the temples. At least 74 new
temples and more than 1000 man-made ponds have been
detected. The main temple complex of Angkor Wat is
readily visible as a small square bounded with black. The
most important discovery for archaeologists so far has been
the network of ancient canals surrounding the city (visible
as light lines) which irrigated rice fields and fed the pools
and moats. They were probably aÌso used to transport the
massive stones needed for constructing the complex.

The application of these new techniques to archaeology
is only just beginning. So long as they ¡emain expensive,
conventional air photography will continue to dominate
aerial reconnaissance; but advanced airborne remote
sensing techniques will no doubt become cheaper and more
widespread in the future.

Recording and Mapping Sites in
Reconnaissance Survey

As already noted in the discussion of air photography,
the pinpointing of sites and features on regional maps is
an essential next step in reconnaissance survey. To have
discovered a site is one thing, but only when it has been
adequately recorded does it become part of the sum total
of knowledge about the archaeology of a region.

Mapping is the key to the accurate recording of most
survey data. For surface features, such as buildings and
roads, both topographic and planimetric maps are used.

165 ft

50m

N

s a

'wo.ways 
of presenting survey results, as exempltfred by the Maya site of Nohmut, Betíze (Left) A topographíc map relating the site to its

tndscape (Right) A pla.nimetric map showíng the individuat features of the site.



Topographic maps represent differences in elevation or

height by means of contour lines and help relate ancient

structures to the surrounding landscape. Planimetric

maps exclude contour lines and topographic in-

formation, concentrating instead on the broad outlines

of features, thus making it easier, for example, to

understand the relationship of different buiìdings to each

other. On some site maps the two techniques are

combined, with natural relief depicted topographically

and archaeological features planimetrically.
In addition to plotting a site on a map - including its

exact latitude, longitude, and map grid reference (or a
metric UTM reference, the Universal Transverse

Mercator Grid) - proper recording entails giving the site

some kind of locational designation and entering this
on a site record form, along with information about who

owns the site, its condition, and other details. Locational

designations vary in different parts of the world. In the

United States they usualÌy consist of a two-digit number

for the state, a pair of letters for the county, and a

number indicating that this is the nth site discovered in
that county. Thus site 36WH297 designates t\e 2971h

site discovered in Washington County (WH), in the state

of Pennsylvania (36). This is the locational designation
for the famous Paleo-lndian site of Meadowcroft
Rockshelter. One of the great values of designating sites

using these alpha-numerical systems is that they can be

entered easily on computer files, for quick data retrieval,
e.g. in salvage archaeology or settlement pattern studies.

Geographic Information Systems
A significant new development in archaeological
mapping is the use of GIS (Geographic Information
Systems), described in one official report as "the biggest

step forward in the handling of geographic information
since the invention of the map." GIS is a collection of
computer hardware and software and of geographic data,

designed to obtain, store, manage, manipulate, analyze

and display a wide range of information. A GIS combines
a database with powerful digital mapping tools; in other
words, GIS are designed for the collection, storage,
retrieval, analysis, and display of spatial data. GIS

developed out of computer-aided design and mapping
(CAD/CAM) programs during the 1970s. Some CAD
programs, such as AutoCAD, can be linked to
commercial databases and have proved valuable in
aÌlowing the automatic mapping of archaeological sites

held in a computer database. A true GIS, however, also

incorporates the ability to carry out a statistical analysis

of site distribution, and to Senerate new information.
Given information about slope and distance, for example,
a GIS can also be used for cost-surfoce analysis, mapping
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catchment areas and site territories taking the
surrounding terrain into account. The software and
digital landscape information are fed into a computer,
along with (as a standard measurement) the figure of I
hour for a 5-km walk on the flat. The software then does

the calculations, using built-in data on the enerSy cost

of traversing different kinds of terrain. Therefore GIS

have applications far beyond recording and mapping'
and we shall return to their analytical capabilities in
Chapters 5 and 6.

A GIS wiÌl hold information on the location and

attributes of each site or point recorded. Spatial data can

be reduced to three basic types: point, line, and polygon
(or area). Each of these units can be stored along with an

identifying label and a number of non-spatial attributes,
such as name, date, or material. A single archaeological

find might therefore be represented by an easting and
northìng and a find number, while an ancient road would
be recorded as a string of coordinate pairs and its name.

A field system could be defined as strings of coordinates

foltowing each field boundary, along with reference

names or numbers. Each map (sometimes described in a
GIS as a layer or coverageJ may comprise a combination
of points, lines, and polygons, together with their non-
spatial attributes.

Within a map layer the data may be held in uector

format, as points, lines, and polygons, or they may be

stored as a grid of cells; or ruister format. A raster layer
recording vegetation, for example, would comprise a grid
within which each cell contains information on the
vegetation present at that point. Originally, GIS were either

raster- or vector-based systems and were not compatible.

Nowadays, however, most commercial systems will allow
these different data structures to be mixed.

Topographic maps represent an enormous amount of
environmental data on relief, communications, hydrology'
etc. In order to make use of this within a GIS environment
it is normal to divide the information into different map
layers, each representing a single variable. Archaeological

data may themselves be split into several layers, most
often so that each layer represents a discrete time slice'

As long as they can be spatially located, many different
types of data can be integrated in a GIS. These can include

site plans, satellite images, aerial photographs,
geophysical suruey, as well as maps.

The ability to incorporate satellite and aerial
photographs can be particularly valuable for site

reconnaissance as they can provide detailed and current
land-use information. Many topographic data already exist

in the form of digital maps which can be taken directly
into a GIS, al though considerations of cost, copyright,
and the resolution of the. data can create obstacles for
some GIS projects. Digitizing large numbers of paper maps
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GIS AND THE GIZA PLATEAU

For the past 17 years American
Egyptologist Mark Lehner has been
systematically exploring Egypt's Ciza
Plateau in an effort to find the
settlements which housed the
workforce that built the pyramids.
To the south ofthe Creat Sphinx,

45oo-year-old paved streets have
been uncovered, as well as various

buildings from barracks to bakeries.
The Ciza Plateau Mapping Project
(CPMP) has so far exposed about
ro.5 ha (26 acres) of what seems to
be a vast urban center attached to the
pyramids, sometimes known as "The
Lost City of the Pyramid Builders."

Directed by Farrah Brown LaPan,
GIS is being used to integrate all the

project's drawings, thousands of
digital photographs, notebooks,
forms and artifacts into a single
organized data store. This enables the
team to map patterns of architecture,
burials, artifacts and other materials
such as foodstuffs: for example,
it has been found that the people in
the bigger houses ate the best meat
(beef) and fish (perch), while the
other:s ate more pig and goat. Color-
coded graphs and charts can be

produced, representing the densities
and distributions of various artifact
types in different areas, buildings,
rooms or even features.

The Giza Plateou Mapping Project began
with an ertremely accurate suruey of the
cultural and natural features ofthe entire
orea- The survey grid is centered on the
Creat \tramid.

Usìng digitized rmeter contours of the
plateau and CAD data depíctingthe
a rchitectu ra I co m ponents of the py ra m i d
complex, the GPMP CIS team created
a nearly three-dimensíonal surface called
a TlN, or triangulaled irregular network,
over which they can lay other data layers,
such as maps. Here, the CPMP suruey grid
is draped over the surface ofthe plateau.
The Lost City of the Pyramid Builders is
the dark area on the right.

DATA COLLECTED OVER r5 YEARS

oll being incorporated in the GtS:

. over z6oo f;eld drawings

. over t,9oo digítal photographs

. over p,2oo non-burial features

. over looo burial fealures

. over 1go superuisos' notebooks
, suruel ond remote sensìng data
, artifacT/ecoþct content and distribution

information for every feature-{/:-



Since t988 survey and excavalions have been

concentrated on the area known as "The Lost

Builders," some 4oo m
e Sphínx. This detaíled PIan
ment, whích was abandoned

at the end ofthe 4th Dynasty (2575-2465 øc),

the period of Giza pyramid building, now forms
pañ ofthe GlS.
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Dra¡nage

Human i

activity

Relief

Actual landscape

Diagram showing possible CIS data layers

archaeological applications have so far focused on
Iandscape survey, there is also no reason why a GIS
should not be used at a finer scale to examine spatial
relationships within an individual site.

Once data are stored within a GIS it is relatively
straightforward to generate maps on demand, and to
query the database to select particular categories of site
to be displayed. Individual map layers, or combinations
of layers, can be selected according to the subject under
investigation. The ability of GIS to incorporate archae-
ological data within modern development plans allows a
more accurate assessment of their archaeological impact.
In addition, GIS can help in predicting site location by
combining data layers that each in some way help
determine a site's location.

One of the earliest, and most widespread, uses of GIS
within archaeology has been the ðonstruction of predictive
modelq of site locations. Most of the development of these
techniques has taken place within North American
archaeology, where the enormous spatial extent of some
archaeologicaÌ landscapes means that it is not always
possible to survey them comprehensively. The underlying
premise of all predictive models is that particular kinds of
archaeological sites tend to occur in the same kinds of
place. For example, certain settlement sites tend to occur
close to sources of fresh water and on southerly aspects
because thesê provide ideal conditions in which humans
can live (not too cold, and fvithin easy walking distance
of a water source). Using this information it is possible to
model how likely a given location is to contain an
archaeological site from the known environmental
cha¡acteristics of that location. In a GIS environment this
operation can be done for an entire landscape producing
a predictive model map for the whole area.

An example was developed by the Illinois State Museum
for the Shawnee National Forest in southern Illinois. It
predicts the likelihood of finding a prehistoric site
anywhere within the 91 sq. km (35 sq. miles) of the forest
by using the observed characteristics of the 68 sites which
are known from the 12 sq. km (4.6 sq. miles) which have
been surveyed. A GIS database was constructed for the
entire area including data themes for elevation, slope,
aspect, distance to water, soil type, and depth to the
watertable. The characteristics of the known sites were
compared with the characteristics of the locations known
not to contâin sites using a statistibal procedure known as
logistic regression. This is a probability model whose
result is an equation which can be used to predict the
probability that any location with known environmental
characteristics will contain a prehistoric site.

Recently, the potential value of predictive modeling
with GIS has also become apparent outside No¡th
America, particularly in the Netherlands and in Britain.

! n'"""

I oatrorest

pine forest

vineyards

Raster representation of a data layer showing vegetation:
each cell is coded according to the main vegetation type.

by hand represents a laborious undertaking. Use can also
be made of a handheld Global Positioning System (GpS)
to provide a longitude (or UTM coordinate) and latitude
for a position on the ground, by reference to satellites.
These are extremely useful where a region is unmapped,
or where the maps are old or inaccurate. Although most



Such models can be of value both in understanding the

possible distribution of archaeological sites within a

landscape, and also for the protection and management

of archaeological remains in cultural resource manage-

ment (see ChaPter 14).
Many GIS applications, especially those based on

predictive modeling, have been criticized as being
environmentally deterministic, and it is easy to see why.
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Environmental data such as soil types, rivers, altitude, and
land use can be measured, mapped, and converted into
digital data, whereas cultural and social aspects of
landscape are much more problematic. In an attempt
to escape from these more functionalist analyses,
archaeologists have used the GIS function called viewsheds
to try to develop more humanistic appreciations of
landscape (see box pp.76-77, and main text p. 202).

ASSESSINC THE LAYOUT OF SITES AND FEATURES

Finding and recording sites and features is the first stage in
fieldwork, but the next stage is to make some assessment

of site size, type, and layout. These a¡e crucial factors for
archaeologists, not only'for those who are trying to decide

whether, where, and how to excavate, but also fq¡ those
whose main focus may be the study of settlement patterns,

site systems, and landscape archaeology without planning
any recourse to excavation.

We have already seen how aerial photographs may be

used to plot the layout of sites as well as helping to locate
them in the first pÌace. What are the other maþ methods
for investigating sites without excavating them?

Site Surface SuYvey

The simplest way to gain some idea of a site's extent and
layout is through a site surface survey - by studying the
distribution of surviving features, and recording and
possibly collecting artifacts from the surface.

The Teotihuacán Mapping Project, for instance, used site

surface survey lo investigate the layout and orientation of the

city, which had been the largest and most powerful urban
center in Mesoamerica in its heyday from m 200 to 650. The

layout and orientation of the city had intrigued scholars for
decades; however, they considered the grandiose pyramid-
temples, plazas, and the major avenue - an area now known
as the ceremonial center - to be the entire extent of the
metropolis. It was not until the survey conducted by the
Teotihuacán Mapping Project that the outer limits, the great

east-west axis, and the grid plan of the city were discovered
and defined. FortunateÌy, structural remains lay just beneath

the surface, so that the team were abÌe to undertake the
mapping from a combination of aerial and surface survey,
with only smalÌ-scale excavation to test the survey results.

Millions of potsherds were collected, and over 5000 structures

and activity areas recorded. Since 1980, a new multi-
disciplinary team directed by Rubén Cabrera Castro of the
Mexican Institute of Archaeology and History GNAH) has

been enlarging the picture, so successfully established by the
Teotihuacán Mapping Project. Other teams employed

geophysical methods to map a system of caves and tunnels
used for extracting construction material, as well as for burials
and rituals. Magnetometer and resistivity surveys, undertaken
by a team from the National Autonomous University of
Mexico led by Linda Manzanilla, were used to create a 3-D

reconstruction of subsurface contours.
For artifacts and other objects collected or observed during

surface survey, it may not be worth mapping their individual
locations if they appear to come from badly disturbed
secondary contexts. Or there may simply be too many artifacts

realistically to record all their individua-l proveniences. In this
latter instance the archaeologist will probably use sampling
procedures for the selective recording of surface finds.
However, where time and funds are sufficient and the site is

small enough, collection and recording of a¡lifacts from the
total site area may prove possible. For example, Frank Hole
and his colleagues picked up everything from the entire
surface of a 1.5-ha (3.7-acreJ open-air prehistoric site in the
VaÌley of Oaxaca, Mexico, plotting locations using a grid of
5-m squares. They transformed the results into maps with
contour lines indicating not differences in elevation, but
relative densities of various types of materials and a¡tifacts.

It then became clear that, although some objects such as

projectile points were evidently in a òecondary ôontext
displaced down slopes, others seemed to lie in a primary
context and revealed distinct areas for flintworking, seed-

grinding, and butchering. These areas served as guides for
subsequent excavation.

A similar surface survey was conducted at the Bronze
Age city of Mohenjodaro in Pakistan. Here, a team of
archaeologists from Pakistan, Germany, and Italy
investigated the distribution of craft-working debris and
found, to their surprise, that craft activities were not
confined to a specific manufacturing zone within the city,
but were scattered throughout the site, representing
assorted small-scale workshops.

Reliability of Surface Finds. Archaeologists have always
used limited surface collection of artifacts as one way of
trying to assess the date and layout of a site prior to
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excavation. However, now that surface survey has become

not merely a preliminary to excavation but in some
instances a substitute for it - for cost and other reasons, as

outlined earlier in this chapter - a vigorous debate is taking
place in archaeology about how far surface traces do in fact

reflect distributions below ground.
One would logically expect single-period or shallow sites

to show the most reliable surface evidence of what lies

beneath - an assumption that seems to be borne out by
the shallow site of Teotihuacán, or Frank Hole's Oaxaca

site mentioned above. Equally one might predict that
multi-period, deep sites such as Near Eastern tells or
village mounds would show few if any traces on the
surface of the earliest and deepest Ìevels. Proponents of
the validity of surface survey, while agreeing that there is
bound to be a quantitative bias in favor of the most recent
periods on the surface, nevertheless point out that one of
the surprises for most survey archaeologists is how many
of their sites, if collected with care, are truly multi-period
(see box overÌeaÐ, reflecting many phases of a site's use,

not just the latest one. The reasons for this are not yet
entirely clear, but they certainly have sometling to do with
the kind of formation processes discussed in Chapter 2 -
from erosion and animal disturbance to human activity
such as plowing.

The relationship between surface and subsurface
evidence is undoubtedly complex and varies from site to
site. It is therefore wise wherever possibÌe to try to
determine what really does lie beneath the ground, perhaps

by digging test pits (usuaÌÌy meter squares) to assess a site's
horizontal extent, uìtimately by more thorough excavation
(see below). There are, however, a whole battery of
subsurface detection devices that can be brought into play
before - or indeed sometimes instead of - excavation, which
of course is destructive as well as expensive.

Subsurface Detection
Probes. The most traditional technique is that of probing the
soil with rods or borers (augers), and noting the positions
where they strike solids or hollows. Metal rods with a T-
shaped handle are the most common, but augers - large
corkscrews with a similar handle - are also used, and have
the advantage of bringing samples of soil to the surface,
clinging to the screw. Many archaeologists routinely use
hand-held probes that yield small, solid cores. Probing of
this type was used, for example, to gauge the depth of the
midden at the Ozette site in Washington State (pp.62-63)
or by Chinese archaeologists to plot the 300 pits remaining
to be investigated near the first emperor's buried terracotta
army. In the mid-1980s, the American archaeologist David
Hurst Thomas and his team used over 600 systematically
spaced test probes with a gasoline-powered auger in their
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successful search for a lost 16th-century Spanish mission on
St. Catherine's Island off the coast of Georgia in the US

Augers are also used by geomorphologists studying site
sediments. However, there is always a risk of damaging
fragile artifacts or features.

One notable advance in this technique was developed by
Carlo Lerici in Italy in the 1950s for Etruscan tombs of the
6th century BC. Having detected the precise location of a
tomb through aerial photography and soil resistivity (earth
resistance survey; see belowJ, he would bore down into it
a hole I cm (3 in) in diameter, and insert a long tube with
a periscope head and a light, and also a tiny camera
attached if needed. Lerici examined some 3500 Etruscan
tombs in this way, and found that aÌmost all were
completely empty, thus saving future excavators a great
deal of wasted effort. He aÌso discovered over 20 with
painted walls, thus doubling the known heritage of Etruscan
painted tombs at a stroke.

Shovel Test Pits (STPs), To gain a preliminary idea of what
lies beneath the surface, small pits may often be dug into
the ground at consistent distances from each other; in
Europe these are usually in the form of meter-squares, but
in some parts of North America small round holes are dug,
about the diameter of a dinner plate and less than a meter
deep. These pits help show what an area has to offer, and
help identify the extent of a possible site, while analysis and
plotting of the material retrieved from them by sieving of
the soil can produce rnaps showing areas with high
concentrations of different kinds of artifacts.

Probing the Pyramids. Modern technology has taken this
kind of work even further, with the development of the
endoscope (see Chapter 11) and miniature TV cameras. In
a project reminiscent of Lerici, a probe was carried out in
),987 of a boat pit beside the Great Pyramid of Cheops
(KhufuJ, in Egypt. This lies adjacent to another pit,
excavated in 1954, that contained the perfectly preserved
and disassembled parts of a 43-m (141-ft) long royaÌ
cedarwood boat of the 3rd millennium ec. The $250,000
probe revealed that the unopened pit does indeed contain
all the dismantled timbers of a second boat but that the pit
was not airtight - thus dashing hopes of analyzing the
"ancient" air to see whether carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere had increased over the milÌennia, and which
component of the air preserves antiquities so efficiently.

Projects of this kind are beyond the resources of most
archaeoÌogists. But in future, funds permitting, probes of
this type could equally well be appÌied to other Egyptian
sites, to cavities in Maya structures, or to the many
unexcavated tombs in China.

The Great Pyramid itself has recently been the subject of
probes by French and Japanese teams who believe it may
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TELL HALU LA:

M U LTI.PERIOD

SU RFACE

INVESTIGATIONS

Surface investigations by Australlan

archaeologist Mandy l\4ottram at Tell

Halula in northern Syria in r986 aimed

to establish the occupation history of
this multi-period site by identiling the

different cultures represented as well

as the location and extent oftheir
settlements. Earlier investi gations of the

site using non-probabilistic sampling
methods implied a principal occupation

duringthe Halaf period, c.59oo-
52oo Bc, followed by several lesser

occupations. However, the subsequent

discovery of materials belonging to a

preceramic phase of the Neolithic
suggested that the occupation history

of the site might be far more complex

than hitherto suspected.
After the extent ofthe site had

been determined, artifacts such as

potsherds and stone tools were
collected from the surface using
stratifi ed random sampling
procedures based on a grid system.
Forty-six squares in this grid were
sampled, amounting to 4 percent
ofthe rz.5-ha (3r-acre) site area.

Typological analysis of the artifacts
enabled Mottram to identif to major
occupation phases, representing t5

different cuhural periods. The
presence of transitional-type artifacts
ìndicated that occupation was often
continuous from one phase to
another, testifring to long-term
political and economic stability.

To establish where the different
settlements were located on the tell,
CIS software was used to map the
distribution of artifacts belonging to
each occupation phase. The resulting
contour maps of artifact density were

then overlaid on a relief map of the
site and on each other, enabling the
distributions to be interpreted in the
light of both surface topography and

¡'Ìì¡iiir
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settlements, an important result of this
work was the identification of some of
the processes involved in the mound's
formation and how these affected what
remained on the surface. One important
discovery was that the site was originally

composed oftwo tells - one in the

southeast and the other in the north and

west. The maps also revealed that the

site is severely eroded, a situation
evidently exacerbated in recent times
by clearance of su rface architecture.

The suwey and
collecting teom ot Tell
Halulo (íght), using a

theodolite

CORONA satellite
image (below) of the
Halula district, showing
the location ofthe tell
and the boundary ofthe
samplíng area.
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the probable stratigraphic relations
ofthe parent deposits. lntegral to
this process was the application of
a "noise" estimate, which helped to
screen out materials likely to have

reached their current locations as a

result of random rather than long-
term processes.

Results of the Survey
As well as indicating the number, size,

and chronology ofthe different



The later occupation deposits have

been severely degraded, leaving earlier

levels widely exposed. Many of the later

settlements are thus likely to have been

more extensive than is indicated by any

extant remains. At the same time, it is
now certain that the most extensive

occupation ofthe site was during the

Pre-Pottery Neolith ic, dating Io c.

T900-690o ec, rather than during the

Halaf period, as previously thought.
Another important discovery was

that the site was ultimately abandoned

around 6oo ec following the collapse
of the Neo-Assyrian Empire. All later

materials were found to be the product
of nightsoiling or manuring of the area

by the inhabitants ofan adjacent site,

indicating that, over the last two
millennia or more, Tell Halula's main
use has been as agricultural land.

It thus proved possible from surface
survey, combined with GlS, to obtain
a clearer understanding of the complex
occupation sequence of this multi-
period site and reveal previously
unknown details of its history.

Plan ofTell Halula showing the layout of collection squares,
plus outline plans ofthe tell showingthe changing location and
size ofsettlement during 5 ofthe to occupatíon phases.

and Collection Areas Neolith¡c B

Halaf Ubaid-Late Chalcolithic
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contain as yet undiscovered chambers or corridors. Using
ultrasensitive microgravimetric equipment - which is
normally employed to search for deficiencies in dam walls,
and can telÌ if a stone has a hollow behind it - they detected
what they think is a cavity some 3 m (10 ft) beyond one of
the passage waÌls. However, test drilling to support this
claim has not been completed and all tests are carefully
monitored by the Egyptian authorities until their potential
contribution to Egyptology has been established.

Ground-Based Remote Sensin g
Probing techniques are useful, but inevitably invoÌve some
disturbance of the site. There is, however, a wide range of
non-destructive techniques ideal for the archaeologist
seeking to learn more about a site before - or without -
excavation. These are geophysical sensing devices which
can be either active (i.e. they pass energy of various kinds
through the soil and measure the response in order to
"read" what lies below the surface); or passive (i.e. they
measure physical properties such as magnetism and gravity
without the need to inject energy to obtain a response).

Seismic and Acoustic Methods. The simplest way to pass

energy through the ground is to strike it. In boslng the earth
is struck with a heavy wooden mallet or a lead-filled
container on a long handle. Recording the resuiting sound
helps to locate underground features, since a dull sound
indicates undisturbed ground, while buried ditches or pits
produce a more resonant effect. This crude technique has
now been made virtually obsolete through technological
advances.

A more refined method, developed by the US Army, has
been appÌied to archaeological projects in Japan by Yasushi
Nishimura. This stondíngwaúe tecltnique employs a device
which produces and amplifies so-called Rayleigh waves by
striking the ground softly and repeatedly. A striker weighing
20 kg (44 lb) can reach depths of 10 m (33 ft), but bigger
machines can reach 70 m or even 100 m (230-330 ft). The
speed of the waves can be caÌculated by having two pick-
up points a fixed distance apart. Since the waves move fast
in hard materials, more slowÌy in clay or soft materials,
features such as buried land surfaces can be detected. The
sections produced can then be transformed into a contour
map of the subsurface features.

Other types of echo-sounding, such as sonar, have been
empÌoyed elsewhere. For example, Kent Weeks and a team
from the University of California have systematically
mapped tombs in the Valley of the Kings at Thebes in Egypt.
Using sonar devices in 1987 they successfully relocated a

tomb, the position of which had been lost, only 15 m (a9 ftJ
from that of the pharaoh Ramesses II, which is thought to
have belonged to some 50 of Ramesses' sons. This has1 2ha

ft

Uruk-Early Bronze Age MiddlÈLate lron Age
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recently levealed itself to be the biggest phalaonic tomb
ever found, with at least 150 cl.rambers laid out in a T-shape.

Detection of gravitational anoualies, nentioned in the
section or.r probing the pyramids, catt fittd cavities such as

caves. Seismic rnethods normally used by oil plospectors

have helped to trace details of the foundations of St Peter's

Basilica in the Vatican in Rome.

One of the most importalìt archaeological applicatiol.rs of
echo-soundil.rg techniques, howeveL, is in underwater
projects (see box p. 109). Fol exarnple, after a brotlze statue

of an Afiican boy was brought up in a sponge diver's net

off the Turkish coast, George Bass and his colleagues were
able to rnake a successful search for the Ronan ship from
which it cane by means of echo-location systems.

Electromagnetic Methods. A basicalll, similar method,
wl.rich enploys uot souic but radio pulses, is ground
penetrating (or probing.) r'adar (GPR) . An enitter sends

sl'rort pulses thlor.rgh the soil, ancl the echoes not only reflect
back any cÌlanges in the soil and sedimeut conditions
encountered, such as filled ditches, Braves, walls, etc., but
also measure the depth at whicl.r the changes occut'on the
basis of the travel time of the pulses. Three-ditr-rensional
rnaps of buried alcl.raeological remains call then lle
produced from data processirrg and irnage-generatioll
programs (see "tin.re-slices" below).

ln the field, tl.re technique usually ernploys a single
surface tadar antenna which transmlts very short pulses of
electrornagnetic energy (t'adar waves) down into the
grourd. A leceiver recolds reflectiol.ts from the discontinu-
ities enconntered, whether these at'e ttatttral changes irr soil

horizorrs or properties, or bulied archaeological features.
Tl.re time it takes radar waves to travel frorn the sttrface
source to the discontinuity and back to the receive¡ is

measured in uanosecot.tds (i.e. billionths of a second), aud

since the wave velocity can be estirnated, this irrdicates tlle
distance involved.

In archaeological exploration ar.rd mapping, tl.re radar
antenna is generally dragged along the ground at walking
speed in transects, sending out and receiving many pulses

per secor.rd. h.r the early years of this metl.rod, the reflections
were printed on paper and interpreted visually, and thus
relied heavily on the experience and ability of the operator
wl.ro l.rad to guess wl.rat the buried feature might be from
often indecipl.relable images. Inevitably this led to
uncertainties and inconclusive results, with some notable
slrccesses and faihrres, Now, however, the method has

greatly in.rproved, and the leflection data can be stored
digitally, whicl'r enables sophisticated data pt'ocessing aud
analysis to be carried out, producir.tg records which are

easier to interpret. Powerful computers and software
progralns n.rake it possible to store ancl pt'ocess large three-
dimensional sets of GPR data and comprlter advances t.low

permit automated data and irnage processing which can

help to interpret cornplicated reflection profiles.
Ore such aclvance is the use of "tirne-slices" or "sÌice-

naps." Thousands of individual reflectious are cotlbiued
ir.rto a single three-dirnensional clataset which can then be
"sliced" horizontally, each slice corresponding to a specific
estimated depth in the ground, and revealing the general

shape and location of buried features at successive depths.

A variety of colors (or sl.rades of grey) at'e used to make a

visual inage that the brain can interpret more easily - e.g.

areas with little or no subsurface reflection tnay be colored
b1ue, tl.rose with high reflection may be red. Each slice
the¡efore becomes like a horizotttal surface, and can
illustrate the buried components of the site.

For example, in tl-re Forum Novum, an aucient Rotnatt
rnarketplace located about 100 km (62 rniles) north of
Rorne, Britisl.r alchaeologists flom the Uttiversity of
Birn.ringharn and the British School of Archaeology in Rome

needed a fuller picture of an unexcavated area than they
had been able to obtain frorn aerial photographs and other'

techniques such as resistivlty (see below). A series of GPR

slices of the area revealed a whole series of walls, individual
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Amplitude slice-mapsfrom the Forum Novum síte, ltaly.
The top slÌce, at o-1o ns (nanosecond, equívalent to o-5o cm)
reveals a Y shaped anomaly, reflecting two gravel roads As the

slices go deeper, the Roman walls begin to emerge very clearly,

showing a well-organized plan of rooms, doors, and corridors
The deepest slice shows the actual floor levels of the rooms and
the objects preserved on them
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rooms, doorways, courtyards - in short, produced an Mobileearthresistancesystems,withprobearraystnounted

arcl.ritectural layout of the site which means that future on wheels, have been deveÌoped by French and British

excavation can be concentrated on a representative sarhple geophysicists to increase the speed of survey coverage. A
of the structures, thus avoiding a costly and time-consuming further drawback of ea¡th resistance is that it will not fully
uncovering of the whole area. function if the soil is too hard or too dry, and that it is at its

parts of the fourth-largest Roman city in England, that of most effective on shallow, single-phase sites rather than
WroxeterinShropshire (seebox,pp. 102-03),haverecently deep, complex sites. Nevertheless, the method is an

been studied by GPR; "time-slices" from different depths effective complement to other remote sensing survey
have revealed the town's changing history through 400 methods. Indeed it can replace magnetic methods (see

years. Together with a very extensive magnetometer survey below) since, unlike some of these, it can be used in some

fsee box p. 104), this has shown that the town's streets urban areas, close to power lines, and in the vicinity of
covered a much bigger area than previously thought - more metal. Many things detectable by magnetism can also be

than 60 ha (150 acres) - with a grid street pattern, and clear found by earth resistance; and in some field projects it has

outlines of houses, shops, and workshops. proved the most successful device for locating features.
In Japan, a burial mound at Kanmachi Mandara of Techniques based on magnetism are, however, of

about ,co 350 was protected from excavation by cultural potentially greater importance to archaêologists.
property Ìaws, so GPR was used to locate the burial area

within the mound, and determine its structural design. Magnetic Survey Methods. These are among the most
Radar profiles were taken at 50-cm (20-in) intervals across widely used methods of survey, being particularly helpful
the mound, with pulses that could penetrate about 1 m in locating fired clay structures such as hearths and pottery
(3.3 ft) into the ground. kilns; iron objects; and pits and ditches. Such buried

Other electromagnetic methods available to the features all produce sÌight but measurable distortions in the
archaeologist are those employing soil conductivity meters earth's magnetic field. The reasons for this vary according
and pulsed induction meters (see box, p. 104). to the type of feature, but are based on the presence of

magnetic minerals, even if only in minute amounts. For
Earth Resistance Suwey. A commonly used metl.rod that example, grains of iron oxide in clay, their magnetism
has been employed on archaeological sites for several randomÌy orientated if the clay is unbaked, will line up and
decades, particularþ in Europe, is electricaL resæfiuify. The become permanently fixed in the direction of the earth's
technique derives from the principle that the damper the magnetic field when heated to about 700"C (1292"F) or
sqil the more easily it wilÌ conduct eÌectricity, i.e. the less more. The baked clay thus becomes a weak permanent
resistance it will show to an electric current. A resistivity magnet, creating an anomaly in the surrounding magnetic
meter attached to electrodes in the ground can thus measure field. (This phenomenon of thermoremanent magnetism
varying degrees of subsurface resistance to a current passed also forms the basis for magnetic dating - see Chapter 4.)
between the electrodes. Silted up ditches or filled-in pits Anomalies caused by pits and ditches, on the other hand,
retain more moisture than stone walis or roads and will occur because the so-called magnetic susceptibility of their
therefore display lower resistivity than stone structures. contents is greater than that of the surrounding subsolÌ.

The technique works particularþ well for ditches and pits All the magnetic instruments can produce informative
in chalk and gravel, and masonry in clay. It usually involves site plans which help to delimit archaeological potential (see

first placing two "remote" probes, which remain stationary, box, p. 104J. Common means of presentation are contour,
in the ground. Two "mobiÌe" probes, fixed to a frame that dot density, and coÌor and gray-scale maps, all also used to
alsosupportsthemeter,aretheninsertedintotheearthfor display earth resistance survey resuÌts. In the case of
each reading. A variation of the method is "resistivity magnetic survey, the contour map has contour lines that
profiÌing," which involves the measurement of earth join aÌl points of the same value of the magnetic field
resistance ãt increasing depths across a site, by widening intensity - this successfully reveals separate anomalies, such
the probe spacings and thus buiÌding up a vertical as tombs in a cemetery. In dot-density mapping, individual
"pseudosection". Another more sophisticated variant, magnetometer readings are plotted as dots on a plan, with
borrowed from medical science, is electrical tomography, shading dependent on the magnetic intensity, the bÌacker
while the future will doubtless see the combination of areas therefore represent the highest anomalies in the local
multiple profiles across a site to create 3-D images of buried magnetic field. This makes it easier for the eye to distinguish
surfaces (and "time-slices" comparable to those produced patterns, even where changes may be sÌight.
for GPR data (see above)). New developments in image processing by computer

One drawback of the technique is that it is rather slow make it possible to manipuÌate geophysical datasets in
due to the need to make electrical contact with the soil. order to reduce spurious effects and highlight subtle

4usQu de Arqueologia e Etnologh
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

AT ROMAN IíROXETER

Covering an area of nearly 78 ha

(r93 acres), Roman Wroxeter, or
Viroconium Cornoviorum, was the
fourth largest urban center in the
province of Britannia and the capital
of the Cornovii tribe. lt is important
today because, unlike so many other
Roman towns in Britain, llroxeter has

survived largely without damage and

no succeeding modern settlement
was built over it.

The city has attracted archaeo-

logical attention over the last century,
with extensive excavations being
carried out on the public buildings
of the town by antiquarians. Modern
large-scale excavations have been

undertaken by Craham lVebster and

Philip Barker. Excavation is not the
only source of information for the
development ofthe town, however.
lntensive aerial survey over many
years has provided important
evidence for the layout ofthe town
and its possible development, and

has allowed the compilation of a

town plan of considerable detail.

ENGLAN D

A great deal of information is

therefore avaìlable for the site and its

history, from the constructìon ofa
fortress for Roman legions XIV and

XX by ao 6o, and the foundation of
the Civitas Cornoviorum during the

9os, through to the intriguing
evidence for post-Roman occupation.
The information is, however,
extremely variable. Modern excavation
has only uncovered a very small part
ofthe site, certainly less than r

percent ofthe total, while aerial
photography is not effective over the
whole area, frequently only reflecting
the stone buildings, and not even all

of these. Consequently, little was

known about large parts ofthe city
and indeed perhaps 4o percent ofthe
best-preserved Roman city in Britain
was effectively terra incognita.

Surveying the City
The Wroxeter Hinterland Project set

out to study the effect ofthe town on

its hinterland, and as part ofthis work
it was realized that a more complete

plan of the interior was essentiai. lt
was decided lo carry out a geophysical
survey of the whole of the available

city - given the size of area, a radical

solution was required to achieve this.
The project was undertaken over
several years by an international team
of British and foreign geophysicists,
including national bodies such as

English Heritage and commercial
groups including CSB Prospection.
Their activities and results are

impressive: nearly 63 ha (r56 acres)

were covered by gradiometer survey,

representing over 2.5 million data

points, and nearly r5 ha þ7 acres) by

resistance survey. Over 5 ha (rz acres)

ofground penetrating radar data are

now available for use in time-slicing
software (to provide information on

the depth offeatures, see p. roo-or),
and a myriad other techniques,
ìncluding seismics, conductivity, and

caesium magnetometry, were used.

Some techniques were employed to
a lesser extent but still provide
invaluable comparative results.

The møgnetometry data for the area south
ofthe bath insula (lefi). A large courtyard
house and an apsidal building interpreted
as a church can be seen

A compos¡te plan (opposite above) of
the time-sliced radar plot of one building
(left) and a web-based virtual reality
reco nstru ctì o n of the a psi da I b u i I d i n g
interpreted os a possíble church (ight):
see also http:/fwww arch-ant.bham.ac.ukf
bufau / reseo rch /w h /tou rs / geo physi cs html

forfufther examples.

A detaíl (opposite below) ofthe plan
of Roman \Mroxeter derived from Davíd
Wílson's aerial photographic study and the
magnetometer survey (left). The team at
Wroxeter (right) setting up equípment for
a ground penetraTing radar suruey.I
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Results
The result of this work is the most
extensive and complete plan currently

available for a Romano-British civitas

capital, There is evidence for central

areas ofelite buildings surrounded by

artisan quarters and it is possible to
identi! specialized industrial areas.

Dense pitting in the northwestern
quarter of the town may relate to
agro-industrial activities, such as

tanning. A space in the eastern
central area may be interpreted as

theforum boarium (cattle market).
A number offeatures deserve

specific comment. One large stone

building, z7 m (88.5 ft) in length,

oriented east-west and with an aPse

at its eastern end, is possibly a

church. Equally important, among the
gradiometer data, is the phenomenon

of "reversed" magnetic data in the
northeastern quarter ofthe town. This

seems most reasonably interpreted as

evidence for a major fire which swept
across the town, causing changes in

the magnetic properties of the

building stone as it was burnt.
Geophysics has also provided a

glimpse into the prehistory of the site: a

number of ring ditches can be recognized

within the survey data, and a small

enclosure and associated fields appear to

underlie the defenses and may represent

the preceding lron Age landscape.

The plan derived through
geophysics at Wroxeter is exceptional:
it is the most detailed of a Roman city

ever produced in Britain - but without
any expensive and destructive spade-

work. lt is now being used as a basis

for a virtual reality reconstruction of
the town, which will be available to
schools. However, the study is not

important simply because of the

extent or even the quality ofthe data,

but because it is an integral part ofa
larger research program.

t
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M EASU RI NG

MAGNETISM

Most terrestr¡al magnetometer
surveys are undertaken either with
fluxgate or with alkali metal vapor
magnetometers.

Fluxgate instruments usually comprise

two sensors fixed rigidly at either end ofa
vertically-held tube and measure only the

vertical component of the local magnetic

field stren$h. The magnetometer ìs

carried along a succession oftraverses,

usually r.o m apart, tied in to an overall

pre-surveyed grid, until the entìre sìte

is covered. The signal is logged auto-

matically and stored in the instrument's
memory, to be downloaded and

processed later. To speed up the

coverage of large areas, two or more

fluxgate instruments can be moved

across the site at once - either on a frame

carried by the operator, or sometimes on

a wheeled cart. ln this way, many hectares

ofground can be covered quite quickly,

revealing features such as pits, ditches,

hearths, kilns, or entire settlement

complexes and their associated roads,

trackways and cemeteries.

An alternative and sometimes more

effective magnetometer is the alkali-
metal vapor type, typically a caesium

magnetometer. Althou gh more

expensive and quite diftìcult to operate,

an advantage these magnetometers

have over fluxgate types is that they are

more sensitive and can therefore detect

features which are only very weakly

magnetic, or more deeply buried than

usual. Such instruments have been used

for many years with great success in

continental Europe and are finding favor

elsewhere. Unlike a fluxgate gradiometer
they measure the total magnetìc fìeld

(but can be operated as a total-field
gradiometer if confìgured with two
vertically mounted sensors). lt is also

usual for two or more ofthese sensors

to be used at once - often mounted on a

non-magnetic wheeled cart. Surveys with
such systems cen cover up to about 5

hectares each day at a high resolution
samplìng interval (o.5 m x o.z5 m).

Arrays offluxgate sensors are now also

being introduced, but many surveys are

conducted with a dual sensor system

with a sample interval of c. o.l m x

The Bartington Grcd
6otft single verlical
com ponent high stability

fluxgate grodiometer,
capable ofto readings
per second with a
resolution of o.tnT/m

o.z5 m. Fluxgates are often favored for
their lower cost, versatility, and ability to
detect a similar range of features to
caesium systems.

Results ofa magnetometer survey ofthe site ofStonton Drew in Somerset. This revealed the
existence of a wooden henge structure consisting of nine concentric ríngs oftimbers that had
completely disappeared above ground.
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archaeological anomalies. For example, "directional

filtering" allows a data "surface" of any chosen vertical

scale to be "illuminated" from various directions and

elevations to make subtle anomalles more visible. Such

processing mimics the revealing effects of low sunlight on

earthworks, but with the added flexibiÌity of computer
maniPulatlon.

Metal Detectors. These electromagnetic devices are also

helpful in detecting buried remains - and not just metal
ones. An alternating magnetic field is generated by passing

an electrical current through a transmitter coil. Buried metal

objects distort this fieÌd and are detected as a result of an

electrical signal picked up by a receiver coil.
Metal detectors can be of great value to archaeoìogists,

particularly as they can provide general results and are able

to locate modern metal objects that may lie near the surface.

They are also very widely used by non-archaeoÌogists, most

of whom are responsible enthusiasts; some of whom,
however, vandalize sites mindlessly and often iÌlegally dig

holes without recording or reporting the finds they rnake,

which are therefore without context. There are now 30,000

metal detector users in Britain alone.

Other Techniques. There are a few other prospection
methods which are not often used but which may become
more widely adopted in the future, particularþ geochemical

analysis, discussed beÌow.
Thermal prospection (thermograplry), which has aÌready

been briefly mentioned in the section on aerial photography

above, is based on weak variations in temperature (as little
as tenths of a degree) which can be found above buried
structures whose thermal properties a¡e different from those

of their surroundings. The technique has mostly been used

from an airplane, but ground-based thermal imaging
cameras do exist; these have not yet seen much application
to archaeological features, though they can be effective in
detecting concealed variations within a building, such as

infilled doorways in churches. So far, thermography has

been used primarily on very long or massive structures, for
instance prehistoric enclosures or Roman buildings.

The mapping and study of.Ihe vegetotion at a site can be

very informative about previous work - certain species will
grow where soil has been disturbed, and at Sutton Hoo, for
example, an expeÍt on grasses was able to pinpoint many
hoies that had been dug into this mound site in recent years.

Geochemical arulysis involves taking samples of soil at
intervais [such as every meter) from the surface of a site and
its surroundings, and measuring their elemental content. It
was fieldwork in Sweden in the 1920s and 1930s that first
revealed the close correlation between ancient settlement
and high concentrations of phosphorus in the soil. The
organic components of occupation debris may disappear,
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while the inorganic ones remaln: of these, magnesium or
calcium can be analyzed, but it is the phosphates that are

the most diagnostic and easily identified. Subsequently, the
method was used to locate sites in North America and
northwest Europe: Ralph Solecki, for example, detected
burials in West Virginia by this means.

Phosphate tests on sites in England, examining samples

taken at 20-cm (B-in) intèrvals from the surface downward,
have confirmed that undisturbed archaeological features in
the subsoil can be acCurately reflected in the topsoil. In the
past, topsoil was considered to be unstratified and hence
devoid of archaeological information; it was often removed
mechanicalÌy and quickly wlthout investigation. Now,
however, it is clear that even a site that appears totally
pÌowed-out can yield important physical and chemical
information about precisely where its occupation was located.

The phosphate method can aiso be valuable for the
interpretation of sites with no apparent internal architectural
features. In some cases it may help clarify the function of
different parts of an excavated site as well. For example, in
a Romano-British farmstead at Cefn Graeanog, North Wales,

J.S. Conway took soil samples at I m (3 ft 4 in) intervals
from the floors of excavated huts and from neighboring
fields, and mapped tìreir phosphorus content as contour
lines. In one building a high level of phosphorus across the
middÌe implied the existence of two animal stalls with a

drain for urine running between them. In another, the
position of two hearths was marked by high readings.

Investigations of this type are slow, because first a grid
has to be laid out and then samples have to be collected,
weighed, and analyzed. But such studies are becoming
increasingly common in archaeologicaÌ projects, since they
can reveal features not detected by other techniques. Like
magnetic and earth resistance methods (to which they are

complementary), they help to construct a detailed picture
of features of'special archaeological interest withln larger
areas already identified by other means such as aerial
photography or surface survey.

In concluding this section on subsurface detection, we may
refer in passing to a controversiaÌ technique that has a few
foÌìowers. Dowsing - the iocation of subsurface features by
holding out a twig, copper rod, coathânger, pendulum, or
some such instrument and waiting for it to move - has been

applied to archaeoÌogical probÌems for at least 50 years, but
without being taken seriously by most archaeologists.

In the mid-1980s, however, it was used in a proiect to trace

medieval church foundations in Northumberland, England,

and the initially skeptical archaeoÌogists involved in the study
became convinced of the technique's validity. While always
keeping an open mind, most archaeologists remain extremely
doubtful. Only excavation can test the predictions made, and

in the church project digging confirmed some of the dowser's
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CONTROLLED ARC HAEOLOG ICAL TEST SITE

As this chapter shows, we now have

many different ways of "looking"
under the ground, but problems start
when one tries to interpret what is
revealed by the scanners, because an

infinity of things could send out the
same signal. ln an effort to make the
assessment ofthese data more than
an educated guess, a Controlled
Archaeological Test Site (CATS) has

been constructed by the US Army's
Construction Engineering Research

Labs (CERL) in Urbana, lllinois, for
research and training in geophysical
applications ìn archaeology. A second
test site has been made in

lVashington State.

This "controlled archaeological
test-bed" covers 25oo sq. m (z6,9ro
sq. ft) of land near the campus of
the University of lllinois. A meter
beneath the surface, four contiguous
house floors have been created;
there are also hearths, roasting pits,
refuse pits, and artifact clusters;
mortuary features such as pig and

dog burials in mounds, under house
floors and in isolated pits; a matrix of
clay bricks of various cornpositions,
buried at different depths; an earth
oven with remains of cooked chicken
and yams inside; clam-shells; and
palisades, postholes, ditches, and

embankments - the latter in

segments of different dimensions
and composition. ln other words, the
site replicates the kind of ephemeral
features commonly left in the sub-
plowzone by the indigenous cultures
of the American Midwest, which are

often hard to distinguish from the
surrounding soil with the methods
outlined in this chapter. There is also

Plon ofthe CATS, showingthe buried features: A ditch and embankment; B palisade;

C roastíng pit; D mound; E burial; F house complex; C mídden; H historical cellar;
I límestone piers and bríck sidewalk; I brick matrix; K matrix of wood and metal objects

a matrix of wooden rods, metal
pipes, and other objects in various
confi gurations and depths.

Since the location and depth of
every feature in the CATS are known
to within a millimeter, and their
geophysical attributes are also
known, there is no need for future
excavations to check results.
Experiments are being carried out
to apply non-destructive investigative
techniques to the site which should

lead to far more precise ways of
locating and identifling what lies
beneath the soil.

Application of GPR to both test
sites has already revealed the
importance of water as the
determining factor in creating
reflections of radar energy. The
retention and distribution of water
in a site's sediments can significantly
affect the imaging and detection of
what lies beneath the surface.

predictions, but not all of them; this is hardly surprising,
since a dowser often has a good chance of being right - either
the feature is there or it is not, Tests by the physicist Martin
Aitken to find a correlation between dowsing responses
and magnetic disturbance in a Romano-British pottery kiln
proved entirely negative.

For the moment, therefore, until overwhelming proof of
the va-lidity of dowsing and other unconventional methods
is forthcoming, a-rchaeologists should continue to put their
faith in the ever-growing number of tried-and-trusted
scientific techniques for obtaining data about site layout
without excavation.
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EXCAVATION

So far, we have discovered sites and mapped as many of their

surface and subsurface features as possible. But, despite the

growing importance of survey, the only way to check the

ieliability of surface data, confirm the accuracy of the remote

sensing techniques, and actually see what remains of these

sites is to excavate them. Furthermore, survey can tell us a

littte about a large area, but only excavation can tell us a Sreat

deal about a relatively small area.

Purposes of Excavation
Excavation retains its central role in fieldwork because it
yieÌds the most reliable evidence for the two main kinds of
information archaeologists are interested in: (1.) human
activities at a particular period in the past; and (2) changes

The complexity of stratiJication varies with the type of
síte This hypothetical section through an urban deposit

índicates the kind of complícated stratîgraphy, in both
vertical and horizontal dimensíons, that the archaeologist

can encounteT. There may be few undísturbed
stratiJi ed I ay e rs Th e ch ances of fí n di n g' pres erved

organic material increase as one approaches

the water table, near which deposits may
be waterlogged

modern disturbance

present ground
surface

in those activities from period to period. Very broadly we
can say that contemporary activities take place lwrizontolly
in spoce, whereas changes in those activities occur
vertically through time, It is this distinction between
horizontal "slices of time" and vertical sequences through
time that forms the basis of most excavation methodoÌogy.

In the horizontal dimension archaeologists demonstrate
contemporaneity - that activities did indeed occur at the
same time - by proving to their satisfaction through
excavation that artifacts and features are found in
association in an undisturbed context. Of course, as we saw

in Chapter 2, there are many formation processes that may
disturb this primary context. One of the main purposes of
the survey and remote sensing procedures outlined in the

earlier sections is to select for excavation sites, or areas

dra n

ee E
E

)
,

natural soil
level

intact stratif¡cation

preserued organic material

<- water table

wall foundat¡ons
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witl.til.t sites, that are reasonably undistulbed. On a single-
period site such as an East African early human canip site
tl.tis is vital if human beliaviol' at the camp is to be
reconstructed at all accurately. But on a multi-peliocl site,
such as a long-lived European to\.vn or Near Eastern teÌl,
finding large areas of undisturbed deposits will be almost
irnpossìble. Here alchaeologists have to try to reconstmct
during and after excavation just what disturbance there has
been and then decide how to interpret it. Clearly, adequate
records rnust be made as excavatiotl progresses if the task
of interpretation is to be undet'taken witl.r any chance of
success. In tÌre veltical dirnension archaeologists analyze
clìanges through time by the stndy of stratigrapÌty.

Stratigraphy. As we saw ir.r Chapter 1, one of the fir'st steps
in comprehending the great autiquity of humankind was
the recognition by geoìogists of the process of stratitication -
that layers or strata are laid dowt.r, one on top of the other,
accotding to processes that still continue. Archaeological
strata (the layer's of cultural or natural debris visible in tlie
side of any excavation) accumulate oveL much shorter
periods of time tl.ran geological ones, but nevertheless
confomì to the same law of superpositioft. Put sirnply, this
states that where one layer overlies auother, the lower was
deposited first. Hence, an excavated vertical profile showing
a sel'ies of layers constitutes a sequence tÌtat has
accumulated through time.

Chapter 4 explores the significance of this for dating
purposes. Here we should note that the law of super'-
position refers only to the sequence of deposition, ¡¿ot to
the age of the material in the different strata. The contents
of lower layers are indeed usually older than those of upper
layers, but the archaeologist must lot simply assume this.
Pits dug down f¡om a higher layer or burrowing animals
(even earthwolms.) may introduce later materials into lowe¡
levels. Moreover, occasionally sttata can become inverted,
as when they are eroded all the way flom the top of a bank
to the bottom of a ditch.

Lr recelt years, archaeologists have developed an
ingenious and effective method of checking that artifacts -
so far mostly of stone or bone - discovered in a particular
deposit are coutemporaneous and not intrusive. TÌrey have
found that in a surprising number of cases flakes of stol.re
or bone can be fitted back togethel again: reassembled in
the shape of the orìginal stone block or pieces of bone from
wl.tich they came. At the British Mesolithic (Middle Stone
Age) site of Hengistbury Head, for example, reanalysis of
an old excavation showed that two groups of flint flakes,
found in two different layet's, could be refitted. This cast
doubt on the stratigraphic separation of the two layers, and
demolished the original excavator's argument that the flints
had beer.r made by two different groups of people. As well
as clarifying questions of stratification, these lefitting or

conjoining exercises are trausformir.rg archaeological studies
of early technology (Chapter B).

Stratigraphy, then, is the study and validating of
stratification - the analysis in the vertical, time dimeusio¡
of a series of layet's in the horizotrtal, space dit.nensiol.r
(although in practice few layels are precisely horizontal).

What are the best excavation methods fol retrievir.rg this
information?

Methods of Excavation
Excavation is both costly and destructive, and therefore
never to be nndertaken lightly. Whel'ever possible non-
destluctive approaches outlined earlier should be used to
meet research objectives in preference to excavation. But
assumirlg excavatÌon is to proceed, and the Ìlecessary
funding and permission to dig have been obtair.red, what
are the best rnethods to adopt?

This book is not an excavation or field mauual, and the
leader is referred for detailed information to the texts listed
at the end of this chapter and in tl're biblioglaphy. In fact, a

few days or weeks spent on a well-run dig are worth fa¡ more
than reading any book on the subject. Neverlheless sone
blief guidance as to tl're nain nethods can be given here.

It goes without saying that all excavation methods need
to be adapted to the research question in hand and the
nature of tl.re site. It is no good digging a deeply stratified
urban site, with hundreds of complex stluctures, thousands
of intercutting plts, aud tens of thousands of artifacts, as if
it wele the same as a sÌtallow Paleolithic open site, whele
ollly one or two structures and a few l'rnndred artifacts may
survlve. On the Paleolithic site, for exarnple, one has some
hope of uncovering all the structures and recording the
exact position, vertically and horizottally - i.e. the
provenience - of each and every artifact. On the urban site
one has rro chance of doing this, given tine and funding
constraints. Instead, one has to adopt a sampling strategy

[see box, pp. B0-81) and only key altifacts such as coins
(important for dating purposes: see Chapter 4) will have
their provenience recolded with three-dimetsioual
precislon, the remainder being allocated simply to tl.re layer'
and perìraps the grid-square in which they were found.

One s}rould note, however, that we have already
reintroduced tÌre idea of the vertical and l'rorizontal
dimensions. These are as crucial to the methods of
excavation as they are to the principles behincl excavation.
Broadly speaking-one cal divide excavation techniques into:

I those that empl.rasize the vertical dimension, by
cutting into deep deposits to reveal stratification;

2 those that emphasize the horizontal dimension, by
opening up large areas of a particular layer to reveal
the spatial relationsl.rips between arlifacts and features
in that layer.
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is also required). Once underway,
the excavation may involve shifting
vast quantities of sediment, and

recording and removing bulky objects
as diverse as storage jars (amphorae),
metal ingots, and cannons. Ceorge
Bass, founder ofthe lnstitute of
Nautical Archaeology in Texas, and

others have developed many helpful
devices, such as baskets attached to
balloons to raise objects, and air lifts
(suction hoses) to remove sediment
(see diagram). lf the vessel's hull
survives at all, detailed drawings must

be made so that specialists can later
reconstruct the overall form and

lines, either on paper or ìn three
dimensions as a model or full-size
replica (see box, pp. rro-rr). ln some
rare cases¡ like that of England's Mary

Rosø ('t6th century AD), preservation is

suffìciently good for the remains of
the hull to be raised - funds
permitting.

Nautical archaeologists have now
excavated more than loo sunken
vessels, revealing not only how they
were constructed but also many
insights into shipboard life, cargoes,

trade routes, early metallurgy, and

glassmaking. We look in more detail
at two projects: the Red Bay llreck,
Canada (pp. rro-rr) and the
Uluburun Wreck, Turkey (pp. 38o-8t).

Underwater archaeology is generally

considered to have been given its first

major impetus during the winter of
181;._,54, when a particularly low water

level in the Swiss lakes laid bare

enormous quantities of wooden posts,

pottery, and other artifacts. From the

earliest investigations, using crude

diving-bells, it has developed into a

valuable complement to work on land.

It encompasses a wide variety of sites,

including wells, sink holes, and springs

(e.g. the great sacrificial well at Chichén

Itzá, Mexico); submerged lakeside

settlements (e.g. those of the Alpine

region); and marine sites rangingfrom

shipwrecks to sunken harbors (e.g.

Caesarea, lsrael) and drowned clties

(e.g. Port Royal, Jamaica).
The invention ¡n recent times

of miniature submarines, other
submersible craft, and above all ofscuba

diving gear has been ofenormous value,

enabling divers to stay underwater for
much longer, and to reach sites at

previously impossìble depths. As a

result, the pace and scale ofdìscovery
have greatly increased. More than looo
shipwrecks are known in shallow

lVlediterranean waters, but recent

explorations using deep-sea

submersibles, such as miniature
unmanned submarines (remotely

operated vehicles - ROV) with sonar,

high-powered lighting, and vìdeo

cameras, have begun to find Roman

wrecks at depths ofup to 85o m (279o
ft), and two Phoenician wrecks packed

with amphorae discovered offthe coast

of lsrael are the oldest vessels ever

found in the deep sea.

Underwater Reconnaissance
Ceophysical methods are as useful

for fìnding sites underwater as they

are for locating land sites (see

diagram). For example, in r979 it was

magnetometry combined with side-scan

sonar lhat dìscovered The Hamilton and

The Scourge, two armed schooners sunk

during the War ofr8rz at a depth ofgo
m (295ft\ ìn Lake Ontario, Canada.

The latest multibeam side-scan sonar

gives brilliantly clear images and allows

accurate measurements to be taken of
shipwrecks on the sea bed. Never-

theless, in regions such as the

Mediterranean the majorìty of finds
have resulted from methods as simple
as talking to local sponge-divers, who

collectively have spent thousands of
hours scouring the seabed.

Underwater Excavation
Excavation underwater is complex
and expensive (not to mention the
hi ghly demandin g post-excavation
conservation and analytical work that

Thrce methods (near right) ofgeophysical
underuoter survey. (t) The proton
magnetometer is towed well behínd the survey

boat, detecting iron and steel objects (e.g.

cannons, steel hulls) that distort the eafth's
magnetíc feld. (z) Side-scan sonar lransmits
sound waues ín a fan-shaped beam to produce a

graphic ímage ofsurface (but not sub-surface)

features on the seaJloor. (j) The sub-bottom
profler emits sound pulses that bounce back

from features and objects buríed beneath the
seafloor.

Undetwater excovation
techníques (far right): at left,

the liff bagfor raising
objects; center, measuring
and recordingf;nds in situ;

right, the air lifi for
removing sediment.

3
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EXCAVATING THE
RED BAY WRECK

Underwater archaeology, in con ju nction
with archival research and iand archae-

ology, has yielded a detailed picture

ofwhaling undertaken by Basque

fishermen at Red Bay, Labrador, in the
r6th century ro. The Basques were the
largest suppliers to Europe at this time
of whale oil - an important commodity
used for lighting and in products such
as soap.

ln t977, prompled by the discovery
in Spanish archives that Red Bay had

been an important whaling center, the
Canadian archaeologist James A. Tuck
began an excavation on the island
closing Red Bay harbor Here he found
remains of structures for rendering
blubber into whale oil. The next year,

Robert Crenier led a team ofParks
Canada underwater archaeologists in

search ofthe Basque galleon SanJuan,
which the archives said had sunk in the
harbor in r565.

Discovery and Excavation
A wreck believed to be that ofthe
SanJuan was located at a depth of
ro m (33 ft) by towing a diver behind
a small boat. A feasibility study
carried out in r979 confirmed the
site's potentìal, and from r98o to r985
Parks Canada undertook a survey and
excavation project that employed up
to t5 underwater archaeologists,
backed up 6y t5-25 support staff,
including conservators,
draft spersons, and photographers.
Three more galleons were discovered
in the harbor, however only the Salr

Juan was completely excavated. The
dig was controlled from a specially
equipped barge, anchored above the
site, that contained a workshop,
storage baths for artifacts, a crane for
lifting timbers, and a compressor able
To run 12 air lìfts for removing silt.
Sea water was heated on board and

Project director Robe¡7 Crenier examines
the remains ofan astrolabe (navigational
instrument) from Red Bay.

pumped down through hoses
direct to the divers' suits to maintain
body warmth in the near-freezing
conditions, allowing for r4,ooo
hours ofdiving.

An important technique devised
during the project was the use of latex
rubber to mold sections of the ship's
timbers in position underwater,
thereby reproducin g accurately the
hull shape and details such as

toolmarks and wood grain. The
timbers were then raised to the
surface for precise recording and
later reburied on-site.

CANADA

UNITED STATES

Structural plan ofthe wreck on the harbor boîtom (2-m grid squares).
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Analysis and lnterPretation

On the evidence of the meticulous

drawings and molds, a l:lo scale

model was constructed as a research

tool to help reveal how the vessel had

been built, and what she had looked

like. ManY fascinating details

emerged, for instance that the r4.7-m

@8-ft) long keel and its adjacent row

ofplanks (garboard strakes) had -
most unusually for this size of ship -
been carved from a single beech tree.

Nearly all the rest ofthe vessei was of
oak. ln overview, the research model

revealed a whaling shiP with fine

lines, far removed from the round,

tubby shape commonlY thought

typical of r 6th-century merchant

vessels. DNA testing of the whale

bones provided strong evidence that

the bowhead whale was the target

species of the Basques in the Western

CULTURAL MATERIAL FOUND AT

RED BAY

THE YESSETS

whaling ship belíeved to be the San Juan:
Hull timbers (more than jooo) , Fittings:
capstan, rudder, bow sprít. Rigging: heañ
blocks, running blocks, shrouds, other
cordage . Anchor. Iron nail fragmenrs

Thrce other wholing ships
Síx small boats, some used for whaling
Recovered Aúîfacts
Cargo-Reloted: Wooden casks (more than
to,ooo individual pieces) . \ft66/¿n 5¡o*ot"
onícles: billets, chocks, wedges . Ballast
stones (more than B tons)
N avigational I nstruments: Binnacle .

Compass. Sand glass. Log reel and chip .

Astrolabe
Food Storage, Prcparation, and Servíng:
Ceramics: coarse earthenware, majolica .

Glass fragments . Pewter fragments . Treen:

bowls and platters. Basketry . Copperalloy
spigot key
Food-Related: Cod bones. Mammal bones:
polar bear, seal, cow, pig. Bird bones: ducks,

gulls, auk . Walnut shells, hozelnut shells,

plum pits, bakeapple seeds

Clothing-Related: Leather shoes .

Leather fragments . Tertíle fragments
Personal ltems: Coins . Gaming piece .

Comb
Weoponry-Related: Verso (swivel gun) .

Lead shot . Cannonballs . Wooden arrow?
Tool-Related: \Vooden tool handles .

Brushes . Grindstone
Buildíng Materiol: Ceramic roof tile

fragments
Whøling-Reloted : W h a Ie bo nes

North Atlantic and not the Right
whale, as prev¡ously thought.

As the accompanying table (below)

indicates, a wealth of artifacts from
the wreck sheds light on the cargo,

navigational equipment, weaPonry, and

life on board the unlucþ galleon. Thanks

to the integrated research design ofthis

Parks Canada project - the largest ever

undertaken in Canadian waters - many

new perspectives are emerging on t6th-
century Basque seafaring, whaling, and

shipbuilding traditions. A 5-volume
comprehensive report, The U nderwater
Archaeology of Red Bay, was published

in March zoo7.

Model, ot a scale

oft:ro, to show
how the galleon's
suruiving timbers
may have f;tted
together. The

outline ofthe shíp
now forms port of
the logo ofthe
UNESCO zoot
Convention on

the Protection of
the Undewater
Cultural Heritage
(below).

S¡te Discovery

lnitial Assessment and Research Des¡gn

Excavat¡on

INVESTIGATION OF A SHIPWRECK

Feature and Art¡fact
Recording and Raising

Structural D¡sassembly
ra¡se, record, rebury

Artifact and Spatial Analysis
- act¡vity areas

- cargo lading and ballast¡ng

Structural Analysis
- paper reconstruct¡on

- 3-D model¡ng

DATA
ANALYSIS

Sh¡Þbu¡ld¡ng TechniquesSh¡pboard L¡fe

New Perspect¡ves on l6th-Century Basque
sealar¡ng, whal¡ng and Shipbu¡ld¡ng Trad¡t¡ons
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Box gríd excavation trenches at Anuradhapura's Abhayagíri
Buddh i st m on ast e ry, 5rí Lanka

Most excavators employ a combination of both strategies,
but tliere are different ways of achieving this. All
presuppose that the site has first been surveyçfl and a grid
of squares laid down over it to aid in accnrate l'ecording.

The WIrceIer box-grid - developed fiorl the work of
General Pitt-Rivers, as noted in Chapter 1 - seeks to satisfy
both vertical and holizontal requiremelìts by retairing intact
balks of eat'th between the squares of the grid so that
different layers can be traced and correlated across the site
in veltical profiles. Once the genelal extent and layout of
the site have been ascel'tained, sotle of the balks can be
Lemoved and the squares joined into all open excavation
to expose any features (such as a rlosaic floor) that are of
special interest.

Advocates of open-area excavation, such as the English
excavator Philip Balker, criticize the Wheeler metl.rod,
arguing that the balks are invariably in the wrong place or
wrongly olieltatecl to illustrate the lelationships lequited
fiom sections, and that they prevent the distinguisÌring of
spatial patterning ovel large areas. It is far better, these
critics say, not to have sucÌt permanent or semi.pelmanent
balks, but to open up Ìarge areas and only to cnt vertical
sections (at wÌratever angle is necessary to the mait.r site
grid) where they are needed to elucidate particularìy
complex stratiglapl.ric relationships. Apalt from these
"runnir.rg sections," the vertical climension is lecorded by
accurate three-dimensional measnrements as the dig
proceeds ancl recor.rstLucted on paper after the encl of the

-4+<'¿
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Open area excavation at Sutton Hoo, eastern England A large area, 3z x 64 m, was uncovered to establish the perímeters oftwo burial
mounds Detailed stratígraphy was then studied in smaller squares lmmedíately below the topsoit tay early medievatfeatures, recorded
using overhead color photographs to emphasize soil variations, and plotted on site plans at scales of rto and t:too
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The Native American site of Koster, in the lllinois River Valley: large horizontal areas were uncovered to locate living floors and activíty
zones However, so that the veftical dímension could be analyzed at this deep site, vertical sections were cut as steps as the excavation

descended At this complex site 14 occupation levels were identtfied, dating from c TSoo BC to AD 12oo

excavation. The introduction since Wheeler's day of more
advanced recording methods, including fieÌd computers,
makes this more demanding open-area method feasible,
and it has become the norm, for instance, in much of British
archaeology.'The open-area method is particularÌy effective
where single-period deposlts lie near the surface, as for
instance with remains of Native American or European
Neolithic long houses. Here the time dimension may be
represented by Ìateral movement (a settlement rebuilt
adjacent to, not on top of, an earlier oneJ and it is essential
to expose large horizontal areas in order to understand the
complex pattern of rebuilding. Large open-area excavations
are often undertaken in salvage or rescue operations when
land is going to be destroyed - otherwise farmers are
naturally opposed to stripping large areas of plow-disturbed
soil. The box-grid method is stiÌl widely used in parts of
South Asia where it was introduced by Wheeler in the
1940s. It remains popular as it enables large numbers of
untrained workers in individual boxes to be easily
supervised by small numbers of staff.

Sometimes, if time and money are short, and structures
lie sufficiently close to the surface, the topsoil can simply be
scraped away over large areas, as was done to good effect at
Tell Abu Salabikh, in lraq, by Nicholas Postgate, in studying
the large-scale layout of an early Mesopotamian city.

No single method, however, is ever going to be
universally applicable. The rigid box-grid, for instance, has
rarely been employed to excavate very deep sites, such as

Near Eastern tells, because the trench squares rapidly

become uncomfortable and dangerous as the dig proceeds

downward. One solution commonly adopted is step-
trenclúng, with a large area opened at the top which
gradually narrows as the dig descends in a series of large
steps. This technique was used effectively at the Koster
site, Illinois.

Another solution to the problem of dangerously deep
excavations, successfully adopted on the salvage excavations
at Coppergate, York (see Chapter 13) and Billingsgate,
London, is to build a cofferdam of sheet piling around the
area to be dug. Cofferdams have also been used in
shipwreck excavations, either simply to control the flow of
water - as on a Revolutionary War (War of Independence)

Excavation using a cofferdam: the wreck - visible as air bubbles - of
the merchant brig designated YO 88 at Yorktown, Virginia, scuttled
during the Revolutíonary War.
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Excavation methods (Lef-t) Sectioning a burial mound at
Moundville, Alabama (see box, pp z16-17) (Above) Six stages of
the quadrant methodfor excavating burial mounds The objective
is to expose subsurface features while retaining four tra.nsverse
sections Jor stratígraphí c analysis (Below) E xcavat ion of 7o,ooo
years of deposits at Boomplaas Cave, South Afríca (see Chapter 6),

demanded meticulous recording controls, using grid línes
attached to the cove roof.
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wreck at Yorktown, Virginia - or to pump out the water

altogether. Cofferdams are expensive and the dig must be

well funded.
Whatever the method of excavation - and the illustrations

opposite show other techniques, e.g. for the excavation of

burial mounds and cave sites - a dig is only as good as its

methods of recovery and recording. Since excavation
involves destruction of much of the evidence, it is an

unrepeatable exercise. Well thought out recovery methods

are essential, and ca¡eful records must be kept of every stage

of the dig.

Recovery and Recording of the Evidence

As we saw above, different sites have different require-
ments. One should aim to recover and plot the three-
dimensional provenience of every artifact from a shallow
single-period Paleolithic or Neolithic site, an objective that
is simply not feasible for the urban archaeologist. On both
types of site, a decision may be rnade to save time by
using mechanical diggers to remove topsoil (but see

above, p. 105), but thereafter the Paleoiithic or Neolithic
specialist will usuaÌly want to screen or sieve as much
excavated soil as possible in order to recover tiny artifacts,

animal bones, and in the case of wet sieving (see Chapter

6), plant remains. The urban archaeologist on the other
hand will only be able to adopt sieving much more
selectively, as part of a sampling strategy, for instance
where pìant remains can be expected to survive, as in a
latrine or refuse pit.

Screening: archaeologists at the Maya site of Cozumel, Mexico,

screen excavated dirt through a mesh to recover tiny artifacts,

animal bones, and other remain>
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Once an artifact has been recovered, and its provenience

recorded, it must be given a number which is entered in a
catalog book or fieìd computer and on the bag in which it
is to be stored. Day-to-day progress of the dig is recorded

in site notebooks, or on data sheets preprinted with specific
questions to be answered (which helps produce uniform
data suitable for later analysis by computer).

Unlike artifacts, which can be removed for Ìater analysis,

features and structures usually have to be left where they
were found (in situ), or destroyed as the excavation
proceeds to another Ìayer. It is thus imperative to record

them, not simply by written description in site notebooks,

but by accurately scaled drawings and photography. The

same applies to vertical profiles (sections), and for each

horizontally exposed layer good overhead photographs
taken from a stand or tethered balloon are also essential.

It is the site notebooks, scaled drawings, photographs

and computer disks - in addition to recovered artifacts,
animal bones, and pÌant remains - that form the total
record of the excavation, on the basis of which all
interpretations of the site will be made. This post-

excavation analysis will take many months, perhaps years,

often much longer than the excavation itself. However,
some preliminary analysis, particularly sorting and

classification of the artifacts, will be made in the field
during the course of the excavation.

Processin g and Classification
Like excavation itself, the processing of excavated materials
in the field laboratory is a specialized activity that demands

careful planning and organization. For example, no

archaeologisl should undertake the excavation of a wet site

without having on hand team members expert in the

conservation of waterlogged wood, and facilities for coping

with such material. The reader is referred for further
guidance to the many manuals now available that deal with
conservation problems confronting archaeologists.

There are, however, two aspects of field laboratory
procedure that should be discussed briefly here. The first
concerns the cleaning of artifacts; the second, artifact
classification. In both cases we would stress the need for
the archaeologist always to consider in advance what kinds

of questions the newly excavated material might be able to

answer. Thorough cleaning of artifacts, for example, is a

traditional part of excavations worldwide. But many of the

new scientific techniques discussed in Part II make it quite

evident that artifacts should nof necessarily be cleaned
thoroughly before a specialist has had a chance to study
them. For instance, we now know that food residues are

often preserved in pots and possible blood residues on stone

tools (Chapter 7). The chances of such preservation need

to be assessed before evidence is destroyed.
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T he ultimate value of an excavation lies in the records produced

(luring actualfieldwork Cood organization is essential Atthe

Roman baths at Huggin Híll ín London (opposite) a Museum of
London archaeologíst uses a theodolite to measure the accurate

the basisfar a detailed Plan

On this paqe we show the step'by step excavation methods

s t1. (Right) Aflow dia m of
p llow once a context Posit)

h @elow) Recordinq ets must

be meticulously completed as work proceeds Most features are

excavated and thus Cestroyed, so post-excavation anolysis and

layer-bylayer reconstructions of the site depend entirely on

accurate field notes
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Nevertheless most artifacts eventually have to be cleaned

to some degree if they are to be sorted and classified. Initial

sorting is into broad categories such as stone tools, pottery,

and metal objects. These categories are then subdivided or

classified, so as to create more manageable goups that can

later be analyzed. Classification is commonly done on the

basis of three kinds of characteristics or qttributes'.

1 surface attributes (including decoration and color);

2 shape attributes (dimensions as well as shape itselÐ;

3 technological attributes (primarily raw materiaÌ).

Artifacts found to share similar attributes are grouped

together into artifact types - hence the term typobgy,which
simply refers to the creation of such types.

Typology dominated archaeological thinking until the

1950s, and still plays an important role. The reason for this

is straightforward. Artifacts make up a large part of the

archaeological record, and typology helps archaeologists

create order in this mass of evidence. As we saw in Chapter

1, C.J. Thomsen demonstrated early on that artifacts could

be ordered in a Three Age System or sequence of stone,

bronze, and iron. This discovery underlies the continuing
use of typology as a method of dating - of measuring the
passage of time (Chapter 4). Typology has also been used as

a meaDs of defining archaeoìogical entities at a particular
moment in time. Groups of artifact (and building) types at a

particular time and place are termed ossembloges, and
groups of assemblages have been taken to defrne orchae-

ological cultures. These definitions are aÌso long established,

having fust been systematically defined by Gordon Childe in
1929 when he stated that "We find certain types of remains -
pots, implements, omaments, bu¡ial rites, and house forms -
constantþ recurring together. Such a complex of associated

traits we shall term a 'cultural group' or just a 'culture'. We
assume that such a complex is the material expression of
what today wouÌd be called a 'people'."
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As we shall see in Part II, the difficulty comes when one

tries to translate this terminology into human terms and to
relate an archaeological culture with an actual group of
people in the past.

This brings us back to the purpose of classification. Types,

assemblages, and cultures are all artificial consfucts designed

to put order into disordered evidence. The trap that former
generations of scholars fell into was to allow these constructs

to determine the way they thought about the past, rather
than using them merely as one means of giving shape to the

evidence. We now recognize more clearly that different
classìfications are needed for the different kinds of questions

we want to ask. A student of ceramic technology would base

a classification on va¡iations in raw materiaÌ and methods of
manufacture, whereas a scholar studying the various
functions of pottery for storage, cooking, etc. might classify,

the vessels according to shape and size. Our ability to
construct and make good use of new classifications has been

immeasurably enhanced by computers, which allow archae-

oÌogists to compare the association of different attributes on

hundreds of objects at once.

In a salvage project in the late 1980s - involving the

survey, testing, and excavation of some 500 sites along the

2250-km (1400-mile) route of a pipeline from California to

Texas - Fred Plog, David L. CarÌson, and their associates

developed a computerìzed system using a video camera for
automatic recording of different attributes of artifacts. Four

to six people could process 1000-2000 artifacts a day, some

10 times quicker than norma-l methods. The standardization
of recording methods allows rapid and highly accurate

comparisons to be made between different artifact types'
In conclusion, it cannot be stressed too slrongly that all

the effort put into survey, excavation, and post-excavation

analysis will have been largely wasted unless the results

are published, initially as interim reports and subsequently
in a full-scale monograph (see Chapter 14).

SUMMARY

The first step of any archaeological excavation is the
development of a research design. A research design
consists of formulating a clear question to answer,
colÌecting and recording evidence, processing and ana-

lyzing that evidence, and the publication of the results.

Archaeologists locate the whereabouts of sites through
both ground reconnaissance and aerial reconnaissance.

Ground reconnaissance can take several forms including
surface survey. Surface survey invoÌves waÌking across

potential sites and noting concentrations of features or
artifacts to gain some idea of the site's layout. Aerial

reconnaissance is usually done in the form of aerial
photography. Photos taken from a kite, baÌloon, or plane

often reveal site features that are not visible on the
ground. From these photos, preliminary maps and plans

can be made. SateÌlite imagery is also used to identify
sites and site features.

Mapping is the key to the accurate recording of most
survey data. GIS (Geographic Information Systems), a

collection of computer hardware and software ihat
manages and manipuÌates geographic data, is one of
the primary tools archaeologists use to map sites.
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Archaeologists employ several methods of obtaining
subsnrface infolmation prior to excavation. Some of
tÌrese metl.rods are non-destructive meanirrg tÌtey do
not lequire gronnd to be broken during the collection
of infol'lnation. Ground Penetrating Radar (GpR), for
exanple, uses radio pulses to penetrate the ground and
detect featules such as walls. Electlical resistivity ar.rd
magnetic survey and even metal detectors as well as
geochemical techniques are also used to gather.
information before excavatiot'r.

Excavation has a central role in fieldwork as it reveals
human activities at a particular period in the past as

well as changes in that activity fion period to period.
Excavation takes into account the law of superposition,
narnely that if one stratigraphic layer overlies another,
the lower was deposited first. Excavatior.r is costly ancì
destructive and should only be uudertaken if resear.cli
questions caDnot be answered by non-destructive
survey techniques.

Artifacts that share similar attributes are often grouped
together and the act of creating such groups is callecl
typology. Groups of artifacts frorl a particular tirne and
place are called assemblages. These assernblages ar.e

often used to define arcÌraeological cultur.es.

FURTHER READING
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London.
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Cambridge & New York.
Scolìar, I., Tabbagh,4., Hesse, A. & Herzog, L (eds.l. 1990. Renlote

Setßing in Archaeology. Carnbridge University press: Cambridge
and New York.

Zinmerlnan, L.J. & Green, W. (eds ). 2003. TlLe Atchaeolo1,ist's
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Mclntosh, J 1999. Tlrc PractkaL Atclrueologis¡. (2nd ecl.) Facts on
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